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Ann P. Wilson Memorial Charity Golf Tournament
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Friday, July 10, 2009
Murray State University Miller Golf Course
Lunch at 11:30 a.m. WM shotgun start at 1:00 p.m.
$14020
,
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For an entry torm call 270-753-3500
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Storm sweeps through area
Rain, hail,
downed
trees, lines
reported
by HAWKINS TlEAGLIE
Staff Writer
severe thunderstorm
swept through the area
for several minutes
Tuesday night, dropping rain
and hail, downing plenty of
trees and causing major damage
to several buildings in town.
Calloway County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call
said the storm hit Murray near
Central Shopping Center and
moved from the northwest to
the southeast parts of town. He
said it seemed to intensify and
:broaden around Main St., which
he said was still blocked in parts
early this morning to remove
trees, power lines and poles. He
said the storm had exited in the
area of Old Salem Road and
.'that there had been damage to
trees at Old Salem Road and
Npplewood Road.

A

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Pictured above, a tree in front of the Calloway County Public Library fell on power lines. Below, debris is
scattered
in a parking area near Arcadia Drive. See additional photos on page 3A. PA.

•See Page 2A

Miller: KACo
board addresses
credit card use
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Marshal County Judge-Executive Mike
Miller said Tuesday that the Kentuck-r.
Association of Counties' board of directorg
has taken action concerning allegations of
ti
mi
vsesuse of credit cards by agency execui

6Os
Ity The Assoclabed Press
Wednesday.. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 80s
Wednesday night. Mostly
dear. Lows ;n the mid 60s
Thursday .Partly
sunny.
Highs in the upper 808
Thursday
night ..Pertly
cloudy. Lows !n the upper 60s.
Friday...Partly sunny. Highs
around 90.
Friday night...Parity cloudy.
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Miller who serves as a member 4
.
KACo's board of directors, said he agreed.
that some of the charges on KACo credit
cards were out of line when contacted by
the Lexington Herald-Leader about possible misuse allegations resulting from an
investigation by the newspaper.
According to a report issued Sunday,
executives with KACo spent about

•See Page 2A

'Bark in the Park' Saturday at Central Park
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by 10E HEDGES
Staff Writer
"Cautious excitement."
That's the buzz on Murray State
University's campus regarding enrollment projects for the fall semester. The
number of admitted freshmen is up compared with last year. Joshua Jacobs, chief .
of staff to President Randy Dunn, recent- .
ly stressed admitted students is different
than enrolled student, hence the "cannon" in their excitement.
Applications for admission have been
up all year, according to Alison Marshall, .
interim executive director of enrollment
management. "But with the economy like:
it is you never know how that's going to
pan out," Marshall said. "We'll reserve
our dance of joy until the appropriate
time."
Applications for incoming freshman
are up more than 20 percent over last
year, she said. Because of the economy,
Murray State is seeing an increase in
area students seeking admission. Many
of those student may commute from
home and not live in campus housing,
she said.
Marshall and others are working to

TERRY LITTLE/Photo provided
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Photo provided
"Mickey." pictured here with her family, Sharon and Wendy
Waltrip, was one of the scores of pets to attend a previous
Bark in the Park and enjoyed the many activities for both
canines and humans.

Special to the Lodger
The Humane Society of
Calloway County's much anticipated annual event, "Bark in the
Park," will be Saturday, July 4,
from II a.m. until 2 p.m. at the
Central
Park
Courthouse
Pavilion. The whole community
and their dogs are welcome.
Animal lovers without their pets
will have a great time, too.
There will be contests, games,
arts and crafts and a silent auction with a variety of items,
according to Kathy Hodge with
Humane Society of
the
Calloway County.
This year's 14th annual event
will include many popular activities from previous years as well
as new ones. Popular returning
activities include contests such
as Dog/Owner Look-alike. the
Cake Walk, Bobbing for
Hotdogs and the Pet Photo

Freedom Fest •
Contest. "We'll also have the
Kissing Booth (receive puppy
kisses from the foster dogs for
only SI) and the Heinz 57 contest especially for the terrific
mutts who come to Bark,"
Hodge said.
While at Bark in the Park,
bids can be placed on silent auction items that range from pet
toys and veterinarian exams to
restaurant gift certificates and
gas cards. There will be dog
related arts and crafts such as
the popular paw painting on Tshirts and tote bags. Pets and

II See Page 2A

KM Be careful
during upconobvg
holiday wsekond
Spordel to the Ledger
The Kentucky State
Police will be participating
in the Fourth of July holiday's "Over the Limit Under
Arrest"
High
Visibility
Enforcement
(HVE) program.
In Kentucky over the past
five years, 53 fatalities have
occurred on July 4. Of those
53, 16 involved alcohol.
according to a KSP press
release.
KSP units will participate
in the HVE program from
Thursday. July 2, through
Sunday, July 5.
According
to
Capt.
Nathan Kent. commander

III See Page 2A
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•Enrollment ...

News in Brief
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)- The Kentucky State Nature Preserves
Commission has purchased land to protect natural sites in
Kentucky.
Land protection specialist Brent Frazier says Terrapin Creek
.State Nature Preserve in Graves County is now 28 acres larger.
,
) And he says the Jim Scudder State Nature Preserve expanded by
i64 acres.
The land was purchased with $219.152 from proceeds from the
').ale of nature license plates and a grant from the Beckham Bird
Club in Louisville

Ex-death row inmate convicted in third trial

MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A former Kentucky death row
inmate has been convicted of robbing and killing a western
Kentucky woman in 1990 but will be eligible for parole in about
seven years.
A jury in Madisonville recommended Monday that Charles
Bussell, 54, spend life in prison but be eligible for parole after 25
years. Bussell already has served 18 years.
. The same panel earlier Monday convicted Bussell of killing of
^65-year-old Sue Spears Lail.
The trial marked the third time prosecutors tried Bussell, who
'spent 16 years on death row after being convicted. Prosecutors
opted not to seek a death sentence in the most recent trial.
Butler County Commonwealth's Attorney Tim Coleman said that
._Bussell will be formally sentenced on Sept. 30.

-Police to write tickets to booster seat violators

FRANKFORT. K). AP) — Police will begin ticketing drivers
on Wednesday if they have passengers younger than 7 not in
booster seats.
Kentucky State Police Capt. William Marks said violators can be
fined $30.
The state's booster scat law calls for children younger than 7
who are between 40 and 50 inches tall to ride in booster seats.
Police have been issuing courtesy warnings since the law took
effect last year. Marks said that ended as of Tuesday. Now violators are being handed real tickets.

Worker indicted for taping nude video
MADISONVILLE. Ky.(AP)-- A tonnes nursing assistant at an
east Kentucky nursing home has been indicted for using a cell
phone to record video of a naked female resident.
State officials cited Dawson Pointe in Dawson Springs earlier
this year for improper cell phone use, but did not release details at
the time.
The Messenger of Madisonville reported Wednesday that the
indictment from a Hopkins County grand jury charges 19-year-old
Phyllis R. Johnson with video voyeurism and adult abuse.

Enrollment last fall was
10,025. The university is workmake sure admitted students
ing to have an enrollment of
become enrolled students "We
12,000 by 2012. The MSU goal
are working to ensure they are
of 12,000 is a response to the
getting their questions
answered. We are working indi- Kentucky Council of
Postsecondary Education's plan
vidual contacts one-by-one to
to double the number of
do everything possible to seal
Kentucky residents with bacthe deal."
calaureate degrees by 2020.
The number of admitted students from the university's 18Expectations are the university
county service region is up 28
will see an increase in enrollpercent from last fall. Marshall
ment when classes begin Aug.
told the MSU Regents in May.
19.
The university's first four
Regional campus enrollment
Summer Orientation sessions
had the largest percentage of
have been full. The next sesgrowth last fall with an
sion on July 11 is also full with
increase of 8.5 percent for a
233 incoming freshmen signed
up.'The remaining dates of July total of 4.591. Those numbers
inlcude extended campus
22 has 187 students and July
enrollments and distance learn23,62 students, said Jennifer
ing,/Web enrollments . Murray
Young, director of Summer 0.
State has extended campuses in
"The college experience at
Paducah. Hopkinsville.
Murray State begins with
Summer Orientation." Young
Madisonville and Henderson.
said. "All new incoming freshNew students begin moving
men are expected to attend one
into the residential colleges
of the seven one-day sessions
Saturday. Aug. 15, as the Great
available. Summer 0 has been
Beginnings program begins.
designed to assist students in
Students will enjoy a Taste of
developing an understanding
Murray - a sample of Murray's
about the transition they will
businesses, churches and civic
make to the collegiate environorganization, a lawn party hostment and to enhance their suced by campus ministers, resicess in college."
dential college meetings, a
Students and parents attend
marching band performance.
sessions on housing, financial
campus tours, a downtown
aid, scholarships, student life
Murray student party, a campus
and safety. Students are also
activity fair and a pan-time job
advised on a schedule of classes for the fall semster and
fair between Aug. 15-18.
enroll in those classes at the
Classes begin Wednesday. Aug.
end of the day.
19.

MKSP: Careful ...
From Front

while impaired. Every 40 minutes and nearly 40 times a day,
of Post 1 in Mayfield, the goal is someone
in the United States
to warn people of the dangers dies in an alcohol-impaired traffic crash, according to research
and consequences of driving
by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.
"That is why Kentucky State
Police along with other highway
safety. community health and
law enforcement officials are
reminding everyone this Fourth
of July that 'buzzed driving' is
drunk driving, and to designate
a sober driver before the celebrations begin," Kent said.
Troopers will also be citing
violators for speeding and occupant restraint violations during
this campaign, it was reported.
KSP officials advise residents
to plan a safe way home before
festivities begin and to remember that impaired driving has
serious consequences.
According to Kentucky State
Police data:
• In 2008, 34 percent of all
drivers involved in traffic-related crashes during the Fourth of
July holiday period possessed a
blood alcohol concentration
(BAC)of .08 or higher.
2009
freedom test
• During the July 4th holiday
period there were a total of 200
traffic related fatalities. Out of
4that number, 44 percent
involved a driver or motorcycle
rider with a BAC of .08 or higher.
• In 2008. 41,059 people
were killed in motor vehicle
crashes. Out of that number
11113111CMCIONB
12,998 people were killed in
traffic crashes that involved at
least one driver or motorcycle
rider with a blood alcohol concentration(BAC)of .08 or higher.

freecom fest
5k run
The physicians and staff of
Primary Care Medical
Center believe very
much in freedom. We
would like to acknowledge not only on
Independence Day
but each and every
day the sacrifices that
our troops and their
families make for all of
us to have our freedom.
For this, we thank you from the
depth of our hearts.

•KACo

From Front

State buys land to enlarge nature preserves

This year's Freedom Fest 5k Run will start and end at
Primary Care Medical Center. The race will be held
starting at 7:00 am on July 4, 2009.

milestong,,
freedom
freedomest

U

Accepting New Patients... Always!
1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET

270.759.9200

From Front
st(x).(xx) of agency

funds on
travel, entertainment and other
expenses over the past two
years. Many of the 34 county
officials who serve as KACo
board members reportedly traveled out-of-state on trips paid by
the association.
"I said some of these things
cannot be defended and I'm not
going to try to defend them,"
Miller said. "I'm not saying
there was anything criminally
wrong, but I was disturbed at
some of the bills that were
reported."
KACo is a non-profit group
that lobbies on behalf of
Kentucky counties while also
providing member counties
with insurance, financial services and other benefits.
Calloway Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins said KACo provides valuable services to member counties such as Calloway.
"Their insurance and lending
programs have saved Calloway
County hundreds of thousands
of dollars over the years,"
Elkins said. 'That being said,
after reviewing recent news
reports. I expect the KACo
board to institute policy changes
that will provide oversight and
improve business practices."
Miller said he served as president for two terms in the 1980s
and never had a credit card.
"Of course there is a cost to
doing business," he said. "You
take people out to dinner like
legislators and county officials,
but if 1 did it I paid the bill
myself and then submitted my
receipts to KACo."
Miller said the KACo board
has appointed a new chief financial officer - Kim Sturges. an
attorney and CPA - that has
been given oversight authority

over the agency's funds.
Christian County Attorney
Mike Foster, the president of the
KACo Board of Directors. started a new approval policy for
travel expenses in March after
Herald-Leader filed a request
for records.
Foster made the right most
according to Miller.
"I think the board needs to
senously set some hard rules in
place from the director down
and we live with those." he said
Miller said it has been necessary. on occasion to host a gath
ering of KACo member county
officials because the agency's
programs have been very important.
"When you have that many
people eating in a place in
Lexington it's going to get
expensive," he said. "But I think
we really, really need to say
'Look, instead of spending that
money there let's look at our
programs.' The programs that
we offer at KACo has been a
life-saver for a lot of counties...but we have got to have
more oversight."
According to the report made
public Sunday, spending and
salaries for KACo officials also
increased while the organization
raised insurance and financing
fees for counties. Apart from the
board, there is no accountability
concerning how KACo administrators spend funds.
"Ultimately, it's these board
that are the ones that have to be
held responsible and accountable," said State Auditor Crit
Luallen said in the report. "They
are on these boards by virtue of
their elected positions, and they
have a fiduciary duty" to be
good stewards of counties'
money.

This tre

•'Bark in the Park'...
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Primary Care Medical Center is the proud sponsor of
the Freedom Fest 5K Run during Murray's Freedom Fest
events

Nlurra

From Front
their families can have commemorative photographs taken
by
Cypress
Springs
Photography. Great T-shirts will
be available with new fun
designs supporting dog adoption and volunteering for the
pets. Lunch will also be available; hot dogs, drinks, chips and
desserts can be purchased at the
event and dogs can enjoy
dessert too with homemade
pupsicles in a variety of flavors.
WKMS joins the fun of the
Bark in the Park for the first
time this year. Stop by the blue
and white WKMS booth for
treats and opportunities to win
prizes.
Attendees will be treated to
demonstrations of search and
rescue by canine members of
the DES Rescue Squad and to
dog obedience demonstrations
by Canine Good Citizen instructors and their dogs.
The Humane Society will
offer
its
low-cost, $10
microchipping, free lost pet
photo registry and I.D. tags for
$3. Designer collars and leashes
will also be available.
This year's Bark in the Park is
sure to be fun for everyone and
proceeds will benefit programs
of the Humane Society such as
spay/neuter assistance, Fnends
of the Shelter. Good Samaritan,

Dog and Cat Adoption and
many other programs. The
Humane Society reminds everyone that all well-behaved dogs
up-to-date on their vet care and
on a leash at all times are welcome to attend. "No females in
season or aggressive dogs,
please. Because of the heat
which is normal for July, please
do not bring young puppies for
their own safety. Dogs at least
one-year old may enter the contests." Hodge said.
The mission of The Humane
Society of Calloway County, a
United Way agency, is to extend
humane education, teaching
kindness and concern for animals and humans alike; to
relieve suffering and prevent
cruelty to animals; to increase
awareness of pet overpopulation
and work to reduce it; to enrich
our community through the promotion of quality of life for animals and people.
For more information on th
year's festivities, to volunteer or
to ask questions regarding animal issues in our community,
contact the Humane Society of
Calloway County at 270-7591884 or humanesociety@murray-ky.net. You can also visit the
office at 607 Poplar Street Suite
A- I .
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This tree was uprooted from the practice field behind Stewart Stadium
Tuesday evening.
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Workmen, left. with
Landscape Management &
Design remove a large tree
on the grounds at U.S. Bank
this morning following a brief,
but powerful summer storm
blast Tuesday evening. The
storm, which packed heavy
rain and strong winds, struck
in the area of Murray State
University and then traveled
southeast downing trees and
scattering debris.
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(Above) Portions of this fence were blown away in front of
The Big Apple Cafe Tuesday night, while debris and parts of
roots collected in front of it. (Below) Portions of a tree fell in
front of the parking lot of Cosmo Proof in Murray Tuesday
evening.

Ask Us About Our
,Yatient Outcomes
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A tree hangs on power lines after strong winds ripped down Main Street.
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Achieving the best outcomes should be the
goal of every healthcare provider. Select a
provider who demonstrates ongoing commitment
to quality improvement, which means better
patient outcomes for you!

Live Entertainment on
Thursday,July 2nd
featuring
August Christopher!
We invite everyone to come watch the
fireworks with us. It's a great view from
our parking lot.
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight
759-8866
1005 Arcadia Circle • Murray
(Behind Cheri Theater)

We look forward to helping you have
a healthier 2009!
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Mayfield

270-527-3144
1-800-548-6601

270-251-2001
1-800-437-2001

Murray
270-753-14434
1-800-548-6601
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1-800-548-6601
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Birthday a reminder
of life's blessings
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Why
Today is my birthday, July
I, same day as the births of "Constance"
Princess Diana, Olivia DeHav- was chosen
illand, Tommy Dorsey and Estee is something
Lauder. This day also marks of a mystery.
the invention of sunglasses in My mother
China in the year 1200, and said
she
the start of the bloody Battle liked the old
of Gettysburg in 1863. In 1898, fashioned
the Rough Riders stormed San sound of the
Juan Hill, and in 1916 Ike and name, but Maio
Street
Mamie Eisenhower said "I do" there were By Constance
in Denver, Colorado.
no relatives
Alexander
On the day I was born, who were so Ledger & Times
Columnist
Albert Einstein graced the cover christened.
of "Time" magazine. A por- As far as oritrait of the bushy-haired genius gins, there was a daughter of
is in the left foreground, and William the Conqueror named
the formula E = mc2 is etched Constance, and the name itself
in the mushroom -shaped cloud stands for steadfastness and conin the background. The cover stancy. Actress Constance Benstory was about the testing of nett was popular at the time,
the world's fourth Atomic Bomb and she had just been in the
in the South Pacific. It was headlines the month before my
July 1, 194-6.
birth because she divorced her
The
Washington
Post fourth husband. In July, she
described the flash as a "fear- turned around and wed for the
some blaze of light" followed fifth and final time, to Air
by a "giant rumble" which Force Colonel John Theron
reached the command ship Coulter.
eighteen miles away from the
The story goes that when I
target area. "A creamy canopy was brought home from the
of cloud, tinged with pink hospital, the older children lined
writhed and twisted 5 miles up to inspect me. They were
high," reporter Gerald G. Gross not impressed. My sister closwrote, "temporarily blotting out est in age, Jeanne, took one peek
the result of history's greatest at my wrinkled red face and
scrawny, flailing arms and ran
experiment."
While the radioactive cloud out of the room, weeping inconwas dissipating in the Bikini solably.
Atoll, in central New Jersey
For as long as I can remem1 need to reread each year
my mother was rushed to the ber, my brother told me I was
the chapter on "Patience" in
hospital in an ambulance. When adopted. He swore that they
"The Elements of Teaching"
my father got word, he left found me in a garbage can by James M. Banner,
Jr. and
his office and hurried to her and though Mother wouldn't Harold C. Cannon. I need to
side at Rahway Hospital. let them have a dog, she reluc- reread this chapter because I
Because of my mother's age tantly agreed to let me stay tend to lose patience with myself
and life-threatening complica- as long as everyone took turns and with my students. Accordtions, my father was asked who taking care of me. One of my ing to Banner and Cannon,
to save first, mother or child. sisters added to the tale by teachers must learn to cultiHe opted for my mother and saying I'd been abandoned by vate patience. They write that
"even if teachers sometimes sufprobably spent the rest of the gypsies. Some day they would
fer—from hard. undercompenprolonged delivery time pac- skulk back to our house and
sated, underappreciated labor, or
ing in the waiting room, smok- snatch me up, she said, so I'd from students who
do not learn
ing cigarette after cigarette, just spend the rest of my life in quickly or well enough—and
like they do in all those old the circus, telling fortunes.
if they sometimes feel that they
movies.
My good fortune is that my cannot drag themselves through
With three girls and only brother and sister were both another day of punishing work.
the patience required of them
one son in the family so far, wrong.
hopes were high for another boy.
This year, I'm celebrating my is an active, not a passive,
He would be called Daniel, birthday with my husband, his virtue.
Banner
and
Cannon
the name my father had been sons and their families, my
believe that the act of teachgiven at birth. In the Bible, godchild and her son. It's all
ing "requires teachers to harDaniel was the prophet who rose a miracle to me. Being happy, ness their frustratio
ns and
to prominence by interpreting in good health, and with the fatigue, and to keep a steady
the dreams of King Nebuchad- blessing of a loving family, eye on what they hope will
nezzar during the Babylonian who could complain? No mat- be others' understanding of what
Captivity.
Daniel's
vision ter what else did happen on they teach." They cite "the
included the Four Horsemen this day in history, July 1, classic case of inexhaustible
patience . . . that of Helen
of the Apocalypse -- pestilence, 2009 suits me just fine.
Keller's
teacher. Anne SulliRead Main Street online at
war, famine and death - pretvan Macy, who never ceased
ty heavy portents for a new- www.murrayledgercorn. Conto invent and hope and thus
born babe, so perhaps it was tact the columnist directly at led her gifted
student out of
good fortune that the Alexan- constancealexander@ newwave darkness and silence to
a rich
comm.net.
der issue ended with a girl.
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Teachers must be patient to succeed
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Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
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life of understanding and inspiration to others—a gift of
unremitting devotion that gained
its
recipient
worldwide
renown."
According to Banner and
Cannon "patience in teachers
is their willingness to accept
students' limitations in their
efforts to acquire knowledge
so that the students may sense
that they have company in its
pursuit." Of course, patience
is not always possible in teaching. -Teachers," Banner and
Cannon write, "are understandably impatient with those students who do not try to learn
or who squander the gifts they
possess in frivolity, dissipation,
or laziness, yet who can be
sure that what appears to be
a student's indolence is not
something else—say, a physical or emotional difficulty of
some kind?"
Patience requires extra
work and extra time. Banner
and Cannon write that "while
it may be unjust to expect
uncompensated work from
everyone, teachers accept the
responsibility of extra work
when they take up their calling. The graceful acceptance
of necessary tedium is one of
the marks of great teaching.

for it is really a gift of
time, without which no
can
learn."
We all
know those
individuals
who do not
suffer fools
gladly, but
Banner and
Cannon

I have the benefit of such
exemplars of patience in my
own Department of History at
the University. Dr. Charlotte
Beahan was named Murray',
State's Distinguished Professor, "
the highest award for a faculty member. It is not unusual for Dr. Beahan to have a line
of students waiting outside her
office door for advising or
and instruction and she patiently
ay
counsels each one.
Dr.
By James
Stephanie Carpenter, the depart- !3
Duane Bolin
ment's adviser for our Histopatien
tt Ledger & Times ry honor society, patiently works
ethnat
Columnist
teachers
with students, taking them to
learn to "sufHistory conferences and hostfer fools gladly." Patient teach- ing them in her home. Dr. T
ing requires it.
erry Stricter, the chair of the
Teachers also want to teach department, exhibits patience
students to be patient them- in the myriad responsibilities
selves "Where else will stu- he has, working with students
dents find better models of for- and faculty members,
attendtitude, tolerance, and equanim- ing countless committee
meetity than their teachers?" Ban- ings, and completing
endless
ner and Cannon ask. "Gener- paperwork. And Kay
Hays.
ally we may hope that they the department secretary,
teachwill find such models in their es all of us patience
day after
parents and older relatives. Yet day. For examples
of patient
if not there, teachers may be teaching I have to look
no furthe sole exemplars of forbear- ther than my own
department.
ance that many youths meet;
Duane Bolin teaches in the
their teachers may be the only Department of History
at Murones who can explain quietly ray State University.
Contact
the benefits of restraint or delib- him
at duane.bolin@mureration."
raystate.edu.

Mi

Let's celebrate the 'real stuff' in life, not the fluff
"How fevered is the man who
cannot look Upon his mortal
days with temperate blood, Who
vexes all the leaves of his life's
book. And robs his fair name
of its maidenhood...'';
So wrote English poet John
Keats in "On Fame."
It's worth re-reading as we
overindulge in the recent deaths
of Michael Jackson and Farrah Fawcett. Ed McMahon's
death the same week received
somewhat less coverage because
he was neither beautiful, nor
weird, though he qualified as
a celebrity. At least McMahon
served in two wars as a Marine.
which was a real accomplishment.
What is it about celebrity
that so fascinates us? And it
is celebrity, not fame. As the
now defunct New Times magazine editorialized 30 years
ago. "There are almost no
famous people anymore; only
celebrities." That's because, the
editorial writer said, fame is
too suggestive of steady
achievement. Almost anyone
can be a celebrity.
Listening to the Michael
Jackson tributes would make
one think he had created something of lasting value. Some said
his music will live forever."
No it won't No one today

hums Stephen Foster songs or
ditties from World War I, or
the Great Depression, which
were better songs and understandable. Can anyone quote
the lyrics from Gus Kahn's
greatest hits? Somehow "Butterflies all flutter up and kiss
each little buttercup at dawnin")
doesn't seem to have the ring
it had in 1922.
Tony Bennett is a singer.
His songs have a better chance
of longevity than Jackson's
because they are about love
and relationships, which are
common to every generation.
Bennett and his contemporaries,
including Frank Sinatra, Mel
Tortne and Ella Fitzgerald, are
in a league far above the "pop"
culture headed at one time by
Jackson, whose biggest hit
"Thriller" came before the
younger generation was born.
Our culture celebrates and
promotes beauty, which fades.
Farrah Fawcett attempted to
remind people she was still
around after her initial splash
in the '70s by having plastic
surgery. among other things, and
appearing nude in Playboy.
Michael Jackson, who had
numerous plastic surgeries and
other "treatments" to his skin
and body. was rehearsing for
a "comeback" when he died

of an apparKeats asked a good qtiesent prescription. So did the writers Jule
tion
dnig
Styne, Betty Cornden and
overdose.
Adolph Green when they wrote
Jackson, the
"Make
Someone
Happy"
self-protreprised by the late Jimmy
claimed
Durante in the film "Sleenless
"king
of
in Seattle"): "Fame, if you win
pop,"
got
it, comes and goes in a minute.
more CoverWhere's the real stuff in life
age in newsto cling to?"
Cal's
papers and
The list of celebrities whose
on the netThoughts
lives turned into a train wreck
works, espe- By Cal Thomas is long
and lengthening. Why
Syndicated
cially cable
would so many want to folColumnist
TV,
than
low these people and their broElvis Presken and lousy relationships,
ley, the "king of rock and roll," drug
use, and plastic surgerreceived when he died of a ies, especially
when we see
drug overdose in 1977.
where it leads for so many of
Diana, Princess of Wales them?
trumped Mother Teresa in TV
Last Thursday night, more
coverage of their deaths, but people
watched a Farrah Fawwho made the greater contri- cett
special on ABC than a
bution?
Michael Jackson special on
A culture that fixates on the CBS.
suggesting that beauty
likes of the Osbournes, and beats
weirdness, Far fewer
those dreadful reality TV watched
ABC's health care specelebrities Kate and Jon, is a cial with
President °barna.
culture that is cannibalizing
By almost anyone's stanitself. Embracing the base while dards,
health care is far more
rejecting the noble will pro- important
than dead celebriduce more of one and less of ties.
That ratings disparity is
the other.
a commentary on our shallow"Why then should man, teas
ness and the refusal of so many
ing the world for grace.
to cling to the "real stuff' in
Spoil his salvation for a life.
fierce =screed?"
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libituaries
Pancrazie (Benny) Hicks

Pancrazio (Benny) Hicks. 54, Diuguid Drive, Murray,
died
Monday June 29, 2009, at 4.21 p.m. at Murray-Callo
way Counts
Hospital. He was a self employed construction
worker. Born Aug. 4, 1954, in Staten Island, N.Y.,
he was the son of the late Woodrow Hicks and
Donate Grasso Hicks.
Survivors include his wife, Jennifer Lee Hicks,
to whom he was married May 22, 2006, in Murray.
two daughters, Vicki Wilson, Murray, and Ashley
Hicks, Nashville, Tenn.; three sons, Pancrazio
(Little Benny I Hicks Jr., Shawn Hicks and Evan
Hicks, two stepchildren, Elijah Young and Ebony
Lee, and three sisters, Teresa Szyszkiewicz, Linda
Hicks
Higgins and Geri Forsythe and husband. Eddie, all
of Murray; one brother, Woodrow (Butch) Hicks
and wife, Debbie, Nashville, Tenn. A memonal service will be held
at a later date. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Brian Hayden
Bnan Hayden, 47, Murray, died Saturday. June 27, 2009, from
injuries sustained in an accidental fall in Biloxi, Miss. Preceding
him in death were his father. Joe Hayden, and a nephew, Mike
Hayden Jr. He was born June 27, 1962 in Mayfield.
Survivors include one son, Zach Hayden, Lowell, Ind.; mother
and stepfather, Larry and Loretta Riley Miller, Murray; one sister
Teresa Nawrocki and husband, Rich, Highland, Ind.; one brother,
Michael Hayden and wife, Kathy, Hobart, Ind.; one stepbrother, Bill
Miller and wife. Kathy, Kingston Springs, Tenn., eight nieces; several aunts, uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 12:30p .m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m.
Friday. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Jane Pattison Dixon
Mrs. Jane Panison Dixon, 64, Kuttawa, died Tuesday. June 30.
2009, at her home. Born Sept. 6. 1944, in Richmond, Ind., she
moved to Charleston, S.C., in 1968 and further to Kuttawa in 2004.
She was the president and office manager of Cross Doc Inc., in
Charleston, where she retired in 2004. Preceding her in death were
her parents, Russell Joseph and Cora Myrtle Wheeler Pattison.
Survivors include her husband, Pat Dixon; one daughter. Dina
Renee Schuster and husband, John, Charleston, S.C.; one sister,
Anna Sue Marshal1 and husband, Ned. Cadiz; two granddaughters,
Shelby and Sophia. Churchill-Imes Heritage Funeral Home of
Murray is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
made at www.imesmillercom.

Mrs. Christine Mitchuson Geodes
Mrs. Christine Mitchuson Geerdes, 62, died Monday. June 29,
2009, at 9:43 a.m. at her home in Ledbetter. She was a member of
Christian Fellowship Church, Briensburg.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Obie and Ethel Baker
Mitchuson; two sisters, Margie Nell Mitchuson and Juanita Jones;
and one brother. Rodger Mitchuson.
Survivors include her husband. Tom Geerdes, to whom she had
been married for 35 years; two daughters, Hannah Campbell and
husband, Andrew, Lexington, and Mareeka Bachuss and husband,
Christopher, Nashville, Tenn.; one grandson, Samuel Thomas
Campbell, Lexington; one sister, Pat Lane, Munay,. three brothers,
Lawrence Cothran, Steelville, Mo.. Obie Gene Mitchuson, Dexter,
and Gary Mitchuson, Hardin.
The funeral will be Thursday at I pan. in the dsapel of Milner &
Orr Funeral Home of Paducah with Rev. J.T. Parish and David
Parish officiating. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes
Hospice, P.O. Box 7100, Paducah, KY 42002-7100. Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.com.

Teddy Potts

Mednesday. July I. 2009 • 5A

Iraqi leader hopeful
about U.S. pullback

Paid Obituary
David Arco Reaves
David Arco Reaves, 85, Evansville, Ind., died Monday. June 29,
2009, at Deaconess Hospital, Evansville. He served
in the United States Army during World War II and
retired from Wright Motors in the late 1970s. He
was a member of Harwood Baptist Church,
Evansville. He loved camping and spending time
with his family.
Preceding him in death were his parents. Audrey
and Bula Reaves; one brother, Glindel Reaves; one
daughter. Pamela Jean, and a granddaughter.
Summer Elizabeth.
Survivors include his wife, Mary Helen Reaves;
Reeves
one son, Fred Reaves and wife, Rebecca.
Henderson; two grandchildren, Sara Reaves
Watkins, University of Kentucky, and Christopher
Reaves, Chicago, Ill.; nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Dr. Dotson
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Story's Chapel Cemetery.
State Line Rd., Hazel, Ky. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.

BAGHDAD(AP)- A Shiite
cleric whose followers have
been blamed in some of Iraq's
worst violence gave a cautious
welcome this morning to the
withdrawal of U.S. combat
troops from cities.
Muqtada al-Sadr said he was
"filled with hope" but expressed
concern that some Americans
will remain in urban areas.
The U.S. military was
required to pull back combat
troops from cities by Tuesday as
pan of a security pact that calls
for a full withdrawal of
American forces by the end of
2011.
But some 130,0(X) U.S.
troops remain in Iraq and the
military says a small number of
them will stay in cities as train-

ers and advisers at the request of"
the Iraqi government.
The militaty also has said it
will continue to provide intelli-!
gence. air power, medical and
logistical assistance to Iraq's .
fledgling,
650,0(8)-member
security force. U.S. troops will
go back into cities on missions
only if requested by the Iraqis.
The anti-U.S. clenc sought to
cast the move as a victory for
those who have opposed the
American presence in Iraq.
"If it is a real withdrawal.
then it is a medal of honor and a:
bright page in the history of honest Iraqi resistance that has been .
giving everything for the sake of ..
liberating and serving its people
and land." he said in a statement .
posted on his Web page.

Wal-Mart backs Obama's employer health plan
WASHINGTON (AP) Wal-Mart is the latest in a line of
traditionally Republican-leaning
businesses to embrace key portions of President Barack
Obama's bid to overhaul health
care, a trend that could complicate opponents' efforts to build a
united front when Congress
ramps up its work on the issue
this summer.
Wal-Mart, the nation's largest
private employer, on Tuesday
endorsed the idea of requiring
large companies to offer health
insurance to their workers. The
proposal is central to Obama's
hopes of covering the nation's
nearly 50 million uninsured and
is disliked by some business
groups.Wal-Mart was joined by
a major labor union that sometimes has criticized the company's relatively stingy employee
benefits.
The big retailer is not the
only one-time opponent of
health care revisions to embrace
at least some aspects of Obama's
proposals. The major group representing pharmaceutical makers recently said it would reduce
senior citizens' costs for prescription drugs by $80 billion
over 10 years. And major groups
representing doctors, hospitals
and other providers have

pledged to reduce health care
costs by large amounts.
Nearly all these groups, by
varying degrees, opposed efforts
to overhaul the nation's health
care system during the Clinton
administration in 1993-94.
Moreover, Wal-Mart and its
officials have given far more in
political contributions over the
past decade to Republicans than
to Democrats. The same is true
of the pharmaceutical industry
and several other health-related
groups.
But with better prospects for
a health care bill this time and the public favoring overhaul, many businesses and
industries want to be part of the
final legislation rather than left
out.
-We are for an employer
mandate which is fair and broad
in its coverage," Wal-Mart said
in a letter to congressional and
administration officials.
"Any alternative to an
employer mandate should not
create barriers to hiring entrylevel employees."
That was a reference to some
proposals in Congress to have
employers pay the Medicaid
costs of new hires. Critics say
that would discourage the hiring
of low-income people.

Obesity continues to
be national scourge

The funeral for Teddy Potts was today (Wednesday) at 11 a.m. in
WASHINGTON (AP) the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Tim Palmer and
Rev. Kenny Locke officiated. Pallbearers were Bill Mississippi's still king of celMelon, Stan Key, Harry Patterson, Ryan Key, Neil lulite, but an ominous tide is
Key, Jordan Patterson, Dan Foster and Jamie Potts. rolling toward the Medicare
in
neighboring
Burial was in the Coldwater Church of Christ doctors
Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may be made Alabama: obese baby boomers.
It's time for the nation's
to St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital, P.O.
annual obesity rankings and,
Box 50, Memphis,TN 38101.
Mr. Potts, 61, St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, outside of fairly lean Colorado,
Coldwater community, died Sunday, June 28, 2009, there's little good news.
Obesity rates among adults
at 7:15 p.m at his home. A dairy fanner and former
employee of the Calloway County Extension rose in 23 states over the past
Potts
Office, he was a member of Coldwater United year and didn't decline anyMethodist Church. Born July 6, 1947, in Lexington, he was the son where, says a new report from
of the late Sherwood Potts and Lucille Kingins Potts.
the Trust for America's Health
Survivors include his wife, Ruth Rhoades Potts, Calloway and the Robert Wood Johnson
County retired teacher, to whom he was married June 6, 1968, at Foundation.
Stella; one daughter. Susan Binford and husband, Rob, Collierville,
And while the nation has
Tenn.; two granddaughters, Bailey Lane Binford and Kaitlyn long been bracing for a surge in
Binford; mother-in-law, Delpha Rhoades, Murray; two sisters-in- Medicare as the boomers start
law, Diane Patterson and husband. Harry, Murray, and Mary Jane turning 65, the new report
Key and husband, Stan, Lexington; three nephews, Jordan Patterson, makes clear that fat, not just
age,
Ryan Key and Neil Key; several cousins.
will fuel much of those bills. In
every state, the rate of obesity is
Harry Siedd
higher among 55- to 64-yearThe funeral for Harry Sledd will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the olds - the oldest
boomers chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Richard Youngblood and than
among today's 65-andRev. Hugh Barksdale will officiate. Burial will fol- beyond.
low in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be
That translates into a coming
at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
jump of obese Medicare patients
(Wednesday). Mr. Sledd, 90, Murray, died Monday,
that ranges from 5.2 percent in
June 29, 2009, at 8:45 a.m. at Spring Creek Health
New York to a high of 16.3 perCare. An Army veteran of World War II, he was a retired electrician
cent in Alabama, die report confor the Tennessee Valley Authority and was a member of University
Church of Christ. Preceding him in death were his wife, Edith cluded. In Alabama, nearly 39
Cochrum Sledd, and his parents, Clyde Sledd and Alice Shoemaker percent of the oldest boomers
Sledd. He was born March 13. 1919, in Calloway County. Survivors are obese.
Health economists once
include two daughters. Milissia Sledd, Murray, and Marsha Jo
made the harsh financial calcuSledd, Sevierville. Tenn
lation that the obese would save
money by dying sooner, notes
Mrs. Marjorie Ann Hatton
Mrs. Marione Ann Hatton, 72, Asheville, N.C., died Friday, June Jeff Levi, executive director of
the Trust, a nonprofit public
26, 2009, following an illness of three months from cancer.
She had made Murray her home for more than 30 years and was health group.
But more recent research
a local artist of note and retiree from the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Surgical Department. Her final years were spent in instead suggests they live nearly
Asheville. She was the daughter of the late Ruth and Casimir as long but are much sicker for
longer, requiring such costly
Tylock.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Roy 0. Hatton, Asheville; her interventions as knee replacechildren, Thomas Hatton and wife, Mervi, Asheville, John Stephen ments and diabetes care and
Hatton and wife, Lisa. Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Valerie Hatton and dialysis.
husband, Bryan. Columbus, Ohio: granddaughter, Maija Hatton.
Studies show
Medicare
Lexington; one sister. Eleanore Tylock Buchanan and husband, spends anywhere from $1,400 to
Allan. Asheville; two brothers, Lawrence Tylock and wife, Gay, $6,000 more annually on health
Lafayette, La., and John Tylock and wife, Velma, San Diego, Calif. care for an obese senior than for
A memorial celebration of her life will be held in Asheville at a the non-obese.
date, time sod location to be announced. The faintly requests that
'There isn't a magic bullet.
expressions of sympathy be made to the Humane Society or any ani- We don't have a pill
for it," said
mal rescue/protection organization of your choice or to the Elisha Levi, whose group is pushing
Mitchell Audubon Bird Sanctuary. Box 18711, Asheville, NC for health
reform legislation to
2.8804.
include community-level pro-

grams that help people make
healthier choices - like building sidewalks so people can
walk
their
neighborhoods
instead of drive, and providing
healthier school lunches.
"It's not going to be solved in
the doctor's office but in the
community, where we change
norms," Levi said.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention has long
said that nearly a third of
Americans are obese.

The letter was also signed by
Andrew L. Stem, president of
the
Service
Employees
International Union, which has
more than a million members
and counts more U.S. health
workers than any other union.
Also signing it was John
Podesta, who headed Obama's
transition team and is president
of the Center for American

R I

Progress. As recently as 2006, .
Wal-Mart
fiercely
fought
Maryland's efforts to force it to
contribute more toward its;'
employees' health care coverage. The Wal-Mart and SEIU;'
letter could build momentum on,.
two fronts: Wal-Mart's bid to.
improve its image regarding
worker treatment. and Obama's„
health care agenda,
Bob S. Gleasoa. Jr.
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Apple -14334+ 1.41
AT&T,
+ 0.05
BB&T ..,.._....,........2129.0.09
Bank ot America ----13.27 + 0.07
Briggs & Streams ....---12.99 - 0.35
Brhaol Myers Squibb .-.20.111 • 0.01
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+ 0.86
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GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
THURSDAY, JULY 30, 2009 AT 2:00 P.M.
105 S. BROACH STREET, MURRAY. KY 42071 OF HOUSE AND LOT
105 S. BROACH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071

'his is a vinyl skied frame WU'S We 1040 square feet of imng area located ,n a %Jet neighborhood dose to schools.
cnurches and
Shopping It is am:mod of a Iraqi room. kitchen/dining room, three bedrooms and one oato This would be an excellent
buy for a
sirdy residence or an reveler interested tn rental prooerty
or resale alter repars
open house wrIl be held on Thursday. July 23. 2009 from 1 00 to 200
'le minimum acceptable be for this embody is S26850
ayment of the current year's property taxes are the responabilifY a the PurChaSer
leer tale to this property is not warranted The U S Marshal's Deed Is not it general warranty deed Buyers are advised
to have
c ,.e property s btle examined Written notification regarding encumbrances on the uriverty must be made to
the Mayfield Hurst
Development Oftice within 30 days

LEGAL NCMCE

Notice is nereby grven that On July 30.2009. at 200 p.m.. at 105 5 Broach Street, Murray KY. in order to rase the sdrn ot
principal together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount ot $35285 15. 01us interest ir the amount of
$2090.32 as of April 7.2008. and interest mereatter on the prinopai at S7 6011 from April 7. 2000. until the date of
Judgment. pita
interest on the Judgment amount (principal plus interest to the dale of Judgment, at the rate 0( 2.08%. compute° daily
and corn.
Pounded annually unbl pad in full and for the costs of this action pursuant to Judgment and Order of Sale being Civil Action No
5'08C V-78-R on the Paducah Dockei of Me United Slates District Court tor Me Western District ot Kentucky, entered or Secternoer
9. 2006. iii the case ta united States of America vs Diane S Barnett Ma Diane Shroat et at the blowing described properly wril
be sold to the highest and best bidder
House and lot a 105 S Broach Skeet. Calloway County Murray. KY. Being alt the same property conveyed by teed dated JuA It
1985. And recorded in Deer) Book 167. at Card 380 Calloway County Clerks Cake
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent(10'0 of the Did price On the 10ml of a Cashier's Cheek made payable to the U.S Marshall
on the
day Of the sale with good and sullident bond for the balance, bearing interest at the rate ot 2 08% per annum unbl paid due and
payable in 96 days and said bond basing the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by rie Purchaser, the deposit shall be lorteited
and retained by the U S Marshal as a part of he Proceeds of the sale and rhe properly snall again be catered lor sale suCeect
to
confirmation by the Court
Thos sale snag be in bar and foreclosure of at right brie
interest estate clam demand or equity of redemption ot the dete4,1jahtS
and Olaf persons darning by through undtr or against them EXCn oed tne purchase price
is equal to two minis 01 /he appraised
value it the purchase price is not equal to Ivrothircts of the appraised value the Deed shall contain in a ken in lay°, Ji
the
delenciants reflecting the right of the defendants to redeem during the period crowded by law it(RS 426 5301 Under law
Me
purchaser is deemed to be oh notice of all matters allectrig the property ot record in Me local County Clerk's Office
Inquines should ce directed to
Barbara Cullum, Acting Area Director
RURAL DEVELOPMENT AREA OFFICE
1000 Commonwealth Dove Mayttetd KY 42066
Telephone 270-2478525 x 4
525,014 74
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MMS Tiger Band plans promotion
here on Friday and Saturday

9ngayerr2en/

Jo's
Datebook

Murray Middle School Tiger Band will
hold hi used book and magazine sale on
Friday and Saturday on the court square in
conjunction with the Freedom Feat activities.
Friday's times will be 4 to 8:30 p.m. and
Saturday times will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Anyone wishing to donate books can drop
them by MMS between 10 a.m. and 2:30 a.m.
Increase your library and support the band.
For more information contact Beth Stribling
at 270-559-8878.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Angel Alert issued by center

An Angel Alert has been issued for two twin
size bed mattresses for a family by the Calloway
County Family Resource Center. Any one haying any to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Concerned taxpayers will meet
The newly organized ACT (active concerned tax-payers) of
Calloway county will meet Friday at noon in the backroom of
Ryan's Restaurant, Murray. David Roos, acting steering committee
chairman, and Joel Fortenberry, acting publicity chairman, will provide leadership. All interested persons are invited.
Photo provided

Bark in the Park Saturday

LIONS NEW PRESIDENT: Odtgoing Murray Lions Club president Tom Jonas, right, presents gavel to incoming president
Buel Stalls. Stalls and other officers for the 2009-10 year
were installed at the June dinner meeting of the club held at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.

The Humane Society of Calloway County's 14th Annual Bark in
the Park will be Saturday from II a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Murray
Central Park Courthouse Pavilion. As a spectator or participant.
enjoy pet contests, search and rescue demos, paw painting, cake
walk, bobbing for hot dogs. silent auction and refreshments for people and dogs. Microchip your dog and get custom pet ID tags. For
more information call 759-1884 ore-mail humanesociety@murrayky.net.

FUN & FASHION
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A
CORPORATE TYPE TO LIKE

13vD.K

Kt--.11e?y

CORPORATE BONDS.

7.493%
Yield to maturity
Make Whole Call
Final Matunty:

10/01/37

IX hen you %ant a steady
income, it's hard not to
like these bonds.
• Interest paid
semiannuaik
• Rated 1.)% S61).
Ytatd effective C7/01 lOS. stenect to
avoitabnity and pia change. Yield and
mane value may fluctuate it sosd poor re
maturity and the amount ex rears* horn
the sale ol these securities may be more
than, less than a equal to the anoint
originally Invested. Bond eases may
decline in a nure interest ate
enoronment My bond called pro to
maturity may result in !Pirwestment nsk tor
the comer of Ine bond.

Call or visit your local
financial advisor today.
Sanaa Takla*
Financial AcMsor
1311 Johnson Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
270-7594014

titanimithiardions.osni

14,4nbor

Happy 4th of July to everyone! I
hope everyone has a safe and fun
weekend
We had a great anniversary celebration. Thanks to all who participated.
The door prizes went to Sue Allison.
Janet Wyatt, Gaye McCall, Melissa
Bogard, Beth Young and Patty Knott
Wednesday, July 1st we will start
our annual Summer Clearance Sale.
Storewide 50 to 60% off on all spring
and summer meichandise including
shoes, bags. and jewelry. Some of the
jewelry is 60% off with more added
daily.
We have Not Your Daughter's Jeans
in white and light blue denim 1/2 price
as well as all of their shorts and
capn's.
Lauren Vidal shorts and capri's will
be 20% off only as these we try to
keep in stock year round.
New fall is arriving daily We have
some very cute three quarter length
sleeve tops that are perfect for transition.
For a quick and easy appetizer this
weekend try -Jalaoeno rirknaii Pir
2 or 3 jalareno's. seeded & chopped
6 eggs beaten
1 lb sharp cheddar cheese. shredded
Sprinkle pepper!. In a well greased 9inch square pan, cover with cheese.
Pour eggs over cheese, Bake 350
degrees for 30 minutes or until firm.
Cool and cut into I inch squares
These are perfect for a picnic or
cocktail party This is from my cookbook "Putting on the Dog
Be sure to go to our websitc and sign
up for our newsletter and special sales
www.dkkelley.com
Stay tuned to next week's Fun ct
Fashion report . .
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Harrison and Reeder
Jessica Renae Harrison and Zachary Lee Reeder announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Jeff Harrison and the late
Eunice Harrison of Mayfield.
The groom-elect is the son of Paula Harrison of Mayfield and
Richie and Gina Reeder of Malden, Mo.
Miss Harrison is a 2005 graduate of Graves County High School
and is currently enrolled in the Radiology Program at West
Kentucky Community and Technical College. She is employed as a
nurse tech at Mills Health and Rehab in Mayfield.
Mr. Reeder is a 2004 graduate of Murray High School and is
employed as a manager at Wal-Mart in Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 11, 2009, at 7 p.m. at
Renee's Event Center, Paducah. All relatives and friends are invited.

Kelly recognized
by Achievement
Academy

Theatte<,

lQOb Cuest nut SI
CHECKS

Joseph Kelly of Murray has b
een recognized by the United
States Achievement Academy
as a student of excellence in
agriculture.
Kelly, a senior at Calloway
County High School, was nominated for this honor by Jacob
Falwell, agricultural teacher at
the school.
His photo will appear in the
academy yearbook.
Kelly is the son of Jim and
Joetta Kelley of Murray and the
grandson of Joe and Dorathean
Harlow of Glasgow and the late
Lorene Harlow and the late Jack
and Geraldine Kelly.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 9

moviesinmurray.com
Public Enemies
R- 12:45 - 3:35 - 7:05 - 9:55
The Proposal
P613.1:35 - 3:55 • 7:20 • 9:40
Year One
PG13 - 1:00 - 8:55
UP 313 Dolby Difbtal
PG - 3:05 • 6:45

tic

.J
-

Ice Age 3• SD .111147:7"DiWagnianlitT
Transformers 2
P613 - 12:50 • 3:45 - 6:55 - 9:50

The Hangover
R - 1:20 • 3:20 - 7:35 - 9:45
My Sister's Keeper
Call 753-3311

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai•s
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173

Narcotics group will meet

An

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or is
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

CCMS Council will meet
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Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet today (Wednesday)at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Purchase Chapter will meet
Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah.
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentucky State
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

Code Enforcement Board to meet

Flag Retiring Ceremony planned
Woodmen of world Lodge 170 will host a Flag Retiring
Ceremony again this year. If you have a flag that is torn, tattered or
dirty, the lodge invites you to take part in the ceremony this year to
be Sunday. July 5, at 8 p.m. at the amphitheater in the Murray Park.
For more information call Rachel Wicker at 435-4160.

P613 - L10 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:30
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The Murray Code Enforcement Board will hold a public hearing
on Tuesday, July 7, at 5 p.m. in the City Hall council chambers,
located on the second floor of the hall at 104 North 5th St., Murray.
This will be to review property maintenance and noise control citations. All interested persons are invited. For more information contact the City's Clerk's office at 762-0330.

PG -1:15 - 3:30 - 7:15 - 9:20

P—cr - T
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CCHS Class of 1979 planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1979 is planning for its
30-year reunion. Anyone interested in planning the event is asked to
call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.

You are invited to a

Gospel Meeting

Joseph Kelly
Adx0Cac'N"• I 1111)(MCFIIICIlt • ReSUItS

at

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
Sunday, July 5th — Thursday, July 9th

5e04e pod.
Attorney-At-Law

Ricky A. Lamkin

Guy Hester, speaker
V

:4! \

Sunday a.m. Bible Study
Sunday a.m. Worship
Sunday Evening Service
Monday-Thursday Evenings

9.00 a.m.
10.00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Associates

nitNitt{i

(270)753-1737
DeVeote5

pc11$13H411.2e? atiellileff ill clients neds
, in the aeeeiS 116,1

• nivorce/(..ttsitidr/Dome.stic
Williams Chapel is located 7.5 miles west of Murray in Lynn Grove
at 7793 State Route 94 West

• 1).111 c!-tykuses
• tvills • Criminal 1)efivist•

Everyone Welcome!

• Ciri/ tili.i4inion • l'e" rsonal Ininr)
\r ha Ira arata.al ,ria,ritaarra.
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Denham receives award
for her creative writing

Cnyagernenl

"Bags of Money.- a short
story by Amy Denham. has
received second place in the
undergraduate fiction division
of the 2009 Kentuckiana
Metroversity Creative Wnting
competition.
The yearly competition is
open to all registered students
from Bellarmine University,
Indiana University Southeast,
Spalding University and the
University of Louisville. among
others.
All winning entries will be
published in an anthology titled
"Human Voices."
Denham, a 2(X)6 Murray
High School graduate, has also
been recognized to the dean's
list for three semesters and to
the dean's scholars list for two
semesters
while
at
the
University of Louisville.
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Coa es and Holcomb

Crawford and Wilham

Bevfrly Coates of Hardin and Horace Holcomb of Paris, Tenn.,
aatioutiee their approaching marriage.
Thel bride-elect is the owner of B Kay's Cleaning Service. The
groomfelect is employed at Pella Corp. of Murray.
The wedding will be Sunday. July 5, 2009. at 3 p.m. at The New
Covenant Baptist Church in Hardin. John Mark Dillon will official.
Th bride-elect will be given in marriage by her daughter. Jamie
P til . Jackie Bailey will be maid of honor. Gracie Richin, Cindy
P
Hand Kathy Edwards will be bridesmaids. Lindsey Edwards
nnah Pemwell will be junior bridesmaids.
Rokrt Holcomb will be the best man. Christian Haws, Everett
H
Ind Nathan McPhail will be groomsmen. Jordan Gray and
nl(iirks will be junior groomsmen.
! Jo 10 Coates will be flower girl and Clayton Edwards will be ring
bearer.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
: wedding and recepAll relatives and friends are invited to th,
tion.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Crawford announce the approaching marriage of their daughter. Jennifer Lauren Crawford, to Matthew
David Wilham, son of Mr. and Mrs. David Witham.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Vick
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Iris Crawford of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wells of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs Don N'ilham of Louisville.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. I. 2009, at 5 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the CLC gym.
All relatives and friends are invited to the wedding and reception.

Denham is the daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. John Denham of
Murray.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh,com

Red, White & Blue Sale

20% OFF
Trees & Shrubs

Donations requested

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are green beans, Sloppy Joe
Mix, soup, spinach, tuna,
•tamales and Sauerkraut for the
.pantry: bread, eggs and hot dogs
4or freezer/cooler: dish liquid,
tar soap, toilet paper. tooth
Taste and baby diapers size 5 for

May Denham

personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies. large brown paper
bags.
These items may be taken to
the Need Line building at 638
South Fourth St., Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536333.

The Gentry House Homeless
Shelter, House Domestic Crisis
Center, and Merryman House,
all of Murray, are partnering up
and asking for help with items
needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items need are kitchen
trash bags, toilet paper, paper
towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry detergent,

bleach, cleaning supplies, towels, washcloths, kitchen linens,
pot holders, alarm clocks and
old cell phones.
Items may be taken to their
office at 629 Broad St.. Ext.,
between the hours of 8 a.m, and
Monday
through
noon.
Thursday. Both offices are
United Way agencies and located in the same building.
For more information call
761-6802 or 759-2373.

(Cash & Carry Only)

CLOSED JULY 4TH
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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2008 Ford Edge Limited V6
Leather Navigation. Sync. Vista Roof, White Sand, 34K Miles

$27,777

2008 Ford Escape XLT
1/6. 4 WI), Vista Blue. 22K Miles

$17,777

2007 Ford Explorer Sport Trac XLT
Redfire. 18K Miles

$17,777

2009 Ford Flex Limited
:Vavigarion. Sync. Vista Rimi Redfire, 5K Miles
VO ,4WD.

$34,773

Cashier Please Scan Barcode

2009 Ford Flex SEL
V6, Leather Cinnamon, 12K Miles

$28,543

• 4 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 9 3 4 8 •

2007 Ford Freestyle Limited
AWD. 16, Leather Moonroof, Dune, 24K Miles

$18,674

.5%

Muss present noupon Cannot.Ix combine:1 ugh any other
llothiny, boot or Wove otlet Ilequiar once, at tInol own.onty
Valid buy tot - Sib. 1009 only Excludes gas adt rants layaways,
pe-booking sales. Beason code 437
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$9,488

2008 Pontiac Torrent GX'
Leather tf,titiit'tic'f 16. Gras', 7K Miles

$20,887

2004 Mazda Miata Convertible
2 Dr, Cloth. 4 Cyl., Silver, IIK Miles

$15,475

2006 Mazda Nliata Convertible
2 Dr. (loth. 4 (vi.. Gray. 20K Miles

$17,670

2006 Ford Fusion SEL
1/6. Lear/u"; Black, 40K Miles

$13,477

2008 Ford Taurus I,imited
Sow, Blink. 5K Miles
VO.

$17,445

2009 Lincoln Tow near Signature
Leather Pueblo Gold. I I K Miles

$28,632

2006 Mercury Grand Marquis LS
Leather; Shroke‘trate. I2K Miles.

$13,740

2008 Mercury Milan Premium
Vt5, Leather, Illormwol; Black. 12K Miles

$17,775
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$27,777

$18,678

On Clothing, Boots & Gloves

Cashier Please Scan B code

$28,877

2007(;MC Sierra 1500
Extended Cab. Silver. 22K Miles

Must prwent coupon Cannot Sc combined with any other
offer on pet Of FIVPitOdf food Valid July 1rd 5th 1009 one,
Excludes gas, loft ,ads and Layaways Reason(ode 457
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ing the event is asked to

2007 Ford F150 Lariat Supercrew
An, Leather 4 WD, Red/ire. 19K Miles
4cb. 2008 Ford F150 XLT Supercrew
Sirius Radio, 4 WD, Dark Gray, 10K Miles

$30,877

On All Pet& Livestock Food

Ling reunion

$23,843

2008 GMC Sierra 1500 SLT
Crew Cab, 4 WD. Z71, Brown, 14K Miles

Savi0%
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e ceremony this year to
ner in the Murray Park
435-4160.

2005 Ford FI50 Lariat Supercrew
Leather, VS. 4 WI). Black, 45K Miles
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700 N. 12th St., Murray • 270-759-8150
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Answers & Low Prices Down Every Aisle sm

Parker Ford Lincolnaercury
701 Main St. • (2701 753-5273 • www.parkerford.com
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Special reunion concert
will be Friday at Goshen
United Methodist Church
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Gospeltone Quartet, formed in the mid-fifties in Owensboro, still
gets together each summer in Murray for a reunion concert.
The concert will be Friday at 7 p.m. at the Glorytwund Chnstian
Entertainment program at Goshen United Methodist Church. Ky.
121 North at Stella.
This will also be a fund-raising concert for donations to be
received for the maintenance of the Goshen Cemetery.
Members of the quartet are Billy Ford of Lebanon,Tenn.. Joe Pat
James of Murray. James Vaughn Edwards of Sedalia, Mo., and
Herman Robertson of Auburndale, Fla.
The public is urged to attend this special concert to hear the
singing by the quartet and also for the care of the Goshen Cemetery.

Photo provided
Members of the Gospeitone Quartet are, from left, Billy Ford,
Joe Pat James, James Vaughn Edwards and Herman
Robertson.

4th of 'July

.SALE!!
(Thursday-Saturday Only)

20-50% Off Selected Items
Buy One, Get One 1/2 Off

Bogard and Houston

Swami and Timmons

Susan Rogers of Murray and Terry and Robin Bogard of Almo
announce the engagement of their daughter. Lauren Brittney
Bogard. to Ryan Keith Houston. son of Keith and Amy Houston of
Murray.
Miss Bogard is the granddaughter of Patsy Rogers and the late
Lenith Rogers and Tommy and Cynthia Bogard, and the late
Lugene Bogard, all of Murray.
Mr. Houston is the grandson of Nicky and Betty Ryan, Larry and
Joyce Hurt. and Don and Virginia Houston, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School and earned a bachelor of science degree at Murray State
University in 2007. She is employed by Heritage Bank of Murray.
The groom-elect is 2002 graduate of Murray High School and
earned a bachelor of science degree at Murray State University in
2(X)7 where he was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. He
is employed at Murray Supply Company.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 5, 2009, at 5:30 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Dr. and Mrs. John Swann of Lexington. S.C., ann nce t
engagement and approaching marriage of their daught Jessila
Diane Swann, to Glenn Thomas Timmons, son of Dr. and Irs. To
Timmons of Murray.
Miss Swann is the granddaughter of the late Frank a4 Hes'je;
Swarm of Marion, N.C., and the late Fred and Violet Cattenter f•
Charlotte, N.C.
Mr. Timmons is the grandson of Marjorie Timmons and the
Gerald Timmons of Duricombe. Iowa, and the late R ph a
Margaret Hartzog of Abbeville. Ala.
The bride-elect is a graduate of The South Carolina G ern(
School for Math and Science. The groom-elect is a gra ate f"
Calloway County High School.
Both the bride-elect and the groom-elect are 2004 magiria cu
laude graduates of Clemson University where they each reMiveti
BA degree in architecture. Both have been employed as arthitet
in New York City and Shanghai, China.
Miss Swann is a May 2009 graduate of Washington Unitersit
in St. Louis where she earned a master of architecture degree.
Mr. Timmons is presently a graduate student at Washingtv
University in St. Louis and will receive a masters of architectu
and urban design degrees in December 2009.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Aug. IS. 2009 at Tabl
Rock State Park, S.C..

WATCH needs cans

Selected Items
Gift Registry • Free Delivery Er Gift Wrapping

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project.
Peggy Williams. director. said
"These may be taken to the center during regular hours; or per-
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Ashley's Famous Durapella Fabric On This
Living Room Group
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I Transitional Family Room Group
With Nice Wood Base
I Fantastic Accent Pillows
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Swivel Rocker Recliner
Has Storage In Both Arms
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Rocker Recliner With
Pillow Top Seat
In A Dark Brown Fabric

'$249
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Pillow Top Mattress
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THE 2009 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES
Itniieunctiit3 Saturday, July 11th • Sunday, July 12th R""°""n8.
****
A.
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r
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Conformed
To
This
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THEME:
"Be
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1.
'A Worthy Woman'

1...1, (Ain,

.5), m Salvidas

"God's Need For Men"
Fray .krrold ;, ,reyrheld rennes•er
4
7 ilt,rd,

Saturday, July 11th
1:00 - 2:15 p.m. OPEN FORUM

Wonderful Gathering
With
Large Storage Rase And 4 Bar Stools

CI

Change Agents Among Us'
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'llie kind of Preaching Needed
Today'
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$799

Panel: Garland Elkins, B.) Clarke, Cliff Goodwin,
Robert Teter Brent Arnold, Curls Cates, Keith Mosher
Moderator Gary Colley

Sunday, July 12th
2:00p.m."Our Father's House"
Curtis Cates, Olive Branch, Mississippi

2:45 p.m.'Victory Over Death and the Grave"
Keith Mosher Walls, Mississippi
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Twin Size
Full Size

Dresser. Mirror. Chest. A Headboard
All For 1599
*MON.-FRI
9.00-7:00 .
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REGISTER TO WIN A $1000 GIFT CERTIFICATE!!!
Tremendous Savings On This
Comfortable Family Room Group
i ;

Campion*&Mod,WeftGoias& Roark Moe Profab,
Csrportor OA Al Corday AMMO

2 Car Vinyl Siding Garage

"CUSTOMER EXTRAVAGANZA"

•

sons may drive through the
driveway on the west side of the
center and place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or
night; or may be donated at a
Make A Difference Day at
Murray State University Stewart
stadium parking lot."
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Queen Size

$329

King Size

$499
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FINANCING
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•NO INTEREST
FOR 12 MONTHS
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MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND!!
Tapes will be available at the lectures.
For further information call 554-24%

SUNNY SLOPE CHURCH OF CHRIST'
6456 Old Mayfield Rd

-

Paducah, Kentutky 42003
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II Storm ...
From Front
Call said there had been major
damage to the roofs of Virtual
Kade. Office Depot and the
Dollar General, all located on
12th St. He said a door had been
blown off at the Chen Theatres
on Chestnut Street and a tree
two feet in diameter had been
blown down at Murray Middle
School on Main Street. He also
reported that debris from the
Olympic Plaza strip mall had
damaged several parked cars at
the Cheri during the storm.
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BILL CALL/Photos provided
Pictured above are scenes throughout the community from
Tuesday evening's storm that blew through the area. Downed
trees and power lines and damage to some businesses (top
right) were reported.
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just opened
your

utility

bill?
Let us SAVE YOU UP TO 40%
with Cellulose Insulation by applegate
A difference you will see, feel & enjoy!
• EXCEEDS TOUGHEST FIRE STANDARDS- Up to 50% better
fire resistant than fiberglass
• USE IN NEW & EXISTING HOMES - custom-fit wall spray
surrounds your home with a monolithic cellulose insulation system
Our Home Office:
939 St. Rt. 121
Murray. KY
210-753-6433
WE WANT EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS'

2008 Nissan Attifna 2.5 S

2007 Mazda RX-8

23,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7207

6,000 Miles, 6-Speed
Manual Shift, Moonroof.
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7109

$20,867*

16,493

$18,935*
2008 Pontiac Grand Prix

20,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7131

33,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7072
77.000 Miles, All Wheel Drive. Leather. Tinted
Windows Stk. #P7229

weed and
Mon Warranty
kUR 00ALI
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91,987*
2006 Pontiac G6
5,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7210

'TURES

45,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Moonroof,
Spoiler.
Stk. #P7187

Announcina
****u
30th Annual

Lid

2007 Mazda6

Adk A& Ak

AL.

90,957*

ht

2008 Chrysler Aspen Limited 2004 Chevrolet Avalanche Z.71 4x4

37,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7120

41.000 Miles. 8
Passenger, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7213

57,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Satellite Radio,
Tinted Windows.
Stk. #P7174

$418,856*

17,988*

001 Ford F-150 XLT 4x4 2008 Dodge Avenger SXT

2004 Jeep Liberty 4x4

1th

Id the Grave"

136,000 Miles, TIC, PW/
PL, CD, Extended Cab.
Stk. #P7172

21,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Heated Leather,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7126

$13,883*
'Disclaimer All prices plus ta

• World Revs With 51,

AN AMERICAN

title and license addrhonal $149 doc fee included Some photos lor illustration
purposes

"Whatever it takes, we want to he your car or truck company."

AI.
OF CHRIS

t, Kentuk 42003

1-800-2644433

Z-71, 39,000 Miles,
Leather, Nerf Bars.
Stk. #GT9194A

2005 Buick LaCrosse

ses with Wrap
rings: irtnyt, wood

lOule"
tississippt

insulation

• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY - made of 80% recycled newsprint

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials

Inc.

1

trees were blown down along
Olive Street from 12th to
Seventh Street, with some landing on houses. He said several
power lines were also down on
Sharp Street.
Rick Shanklin, a meteorologist with the NWS in Paducah,
drove to Murray early this
morning and was riding with
Call assessing storm damage
when he spoke to the Ledger &
Times. He said the storm was
what is known as a pulse severe
storm, which are marked by
short bursts of severe weather.
He said the major swath of damage was seven-tenths of a mile
wide and that peak winds were
about 95 mph. although most of
the storm area saw winds considerably less than that. He the
storm dissipated after it flared
up and swept through Murray.
"By the time it got to the
Tennessee border, it was not
much more than showers," he
said.
The
Murray
Police
Department reported that it
responded to numerous calls
related to the storm, including
downed trees, power lines and
power outages, but no injuries
were reported. MPD's Sgt.
Tracy Guge said at about 9 this
morning that Main Street
between Eighth and Sixth
streets was still closed to
remove the large tree that fell
near the library. She said the
work should be finished sometime today, but the specific time
was not known.
Call also said no injuries had
been reported and that there had
been very little damage reported
in other parts of the county.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said there were several large trees down in the
Cherry Corner area. Sheriff Bill
Marcum said there had been a
few reports of power outages
and downed trees in the county,
but not much else.
Officials with Murray Electric
System could not be reached for
comment this morning on the
extent of outages in the city.

TERRY L ITTLEWhoto provtdeo

%%ednesda,„ Jul) I. 21109 • 91
According to a spokesperson
tor Virtual Katie, the hatch on its
roof was ripped off in the winds
and thrown onto another area of
the roof creating a large hole.
There were approximately 30
people from the MSU group
"Cybercave" and Virtual Rade
employees inside when the
damage occured. Manager
Cassie Sengenberger called 911
and firefighters responded. Only
it small portion of Virtual Katie
was damaged and the business
should re-open in a day or
two.No injuries were reported.
Call reported to the National
Weather Service that numerous

2400 E. Wood St • Parts • 642-5661 • 1-800-J48-8816
Hrs.: M-F 8 a m -6 p.m Sat 8a m 5pm www.peppersautomotive.com

57,000 Miles,
Renegade, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7163

I0% • 1.1 ednesday. July I, 2009

www.murrayiedger.com
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Boggess, Kight emerge from Murray- coaching shuffle1
TIGERS HIRE NEW TRACK, CROSS COUNTRY COACHES
By TOMMY DILLMD
Sports Wnter
Murray athletic director David
Fields figures he got a steal when
he lured Mark Boggess away from
Marshall County.
For Boggess. who became the
new head coach of the Tigers' track
and field team in May, it didn't
take much convincing.
After coaching stints at
Memphis (Tenn. Bnarcrest and at
Marshall County. the time seemed
right for Boggess to return to his
.dma mater, where he was a state
champion high jumper in 1984.
Murray's offer also meant the
chance to have complete control
over a program, something he left
RICK BURRES / Marshall County Tribune Couner behind when he made
the move
Mark Boggess instructs Marshall County's high jumpers from Bnarcrest to
Marshall in
dunng a meet this past spring. Boggess has been hired 2007.
as the head track and field coach at Murray.
"I guess in the back of my mind,

I've always had Zirbel stepped down after the winthat dream of ter season and softball coach Kyle
coming
back Smith was not re-hired.
here and taking
According to sources. Smith is
over the program a candidate for the Graves County
the
at
high coaching job.
school,"
said
Boggess succeeds football
Boggess, a 1984 coach Steve Duncan and middle
graduate
of school basketball coach Blake
Murray. "The Munger. who split duties this past
timing is nght now for them and spnng and helped the Tigers earn
for me."
17 bids to the Class A state meet.
Boggess and first-year cross
Boggess brings a high level of
country coach Elaine Kight are two familiarity with the Murray pronames to emerge thus far from an gram, having worked with several
offseason coaching shakeup at current Tigers while employed at
Murray.
Marshall, most notably state high
By the time the fall sports sea- jump
champion
Catherine
son begins. Fields will have hired Claywell.
new head coaches in four sports —
But it was more than just familtrack and field, cross country, soft- iarity that drew Fields to Boggess.
ball and swimming.
"Many times you hire someSwimming head coach Krissy body because they're familiar with

the people and know your pro.
gram." Fields said. "All those were
positives for him, but we felt likc
his character alone made him.
.1
wonderful fit for the job."
Boggess ran track and playa;
baseball during his high schoti
years. As a college student. MI
served as an assistant track
field coach under Jimmy Harrell.
His first foray into coaching
a professional came when he vi.As
hired to head the track and field
program at Bnarcrest in 2001.
Boggess calls jumps, spnnci,
hurdles and relays his areas of specialty, but with eight years of
coaching under his belt, he brings.ii
level of experience that the pr.
grant hasn't enjoyed ii sever
years.
He began conversitig
4
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TIGER HOW TO
BREAK PAR
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By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Goff Writer
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) —
Even when he was just learning
to play golf. Tiger Woods never
had any trouble breaking par. He
owes that to his father making
sure the bar was never set too
high.
Earl Woods use8•
mine how many perfecedialatis
son needed to reach the green,
then added two for the putts. As
he got older and could hit the
ball farther, par was reduced
until it became regulation.
"The biggest argument Tiger
and I have ever been involved
with was changing his par,- Earl
Woods said in a 2000 interview.
"I changed the par from 8 to 7
and he would complain.'No. no,
no.,
"And then he would shoot
sub-par. He never developed a
comfort zone."
Woods recalled those days
during his press conference
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Tuesday, especially when his (Top) Murray State women's head coach Rob Cross
father lowered par.
gives instruction to campers during the Racer
"Say it was a par 4 and it took
Basketball
Camp at the Regional Special Events
me four to get there, the first
time I got there in three, par Center. The camp runs through Thursday.
automatically went down," (Right) Murray State
sophomore Kayla Lowe passWoods said. "Sometimes, he
es
this
ball
during
a drill at Tuesday's Racer
didn't know that I would lay up
a couple times, not get the ball Basketball Camp put on by Rob Cross and memto the green. so I wouldn't have bers of the MSU
women's team.(Below) Rob Cross
to drop par. And then he started
prepares
run
to
drills as members of the Racer
catching on and he'd drop par
women's basketball team stand in the background.
anyway.
It was his way of being creative enough where it taught me
never to be afraid to go low.
"If I had a hot day. run with
it,Strangely, though. Woods
doesn't prefer to play tournaments where he has to shoot 65
just to keep in contention.
Woods' career-best is a 61,
;and he has won 28 times on the
;PGA Tour when his score was
27(1 or lower.
; He goes into the AT&T
:National having finished at par
!or better at every tournament
:over the last two years.
ENEMY TERRITORY: Tiger
!Woods didn't have a full appre- MLR ROUNDUP: SAN FRANCISCO 6, ST. LOUIS 3
.
.ciation of his market at the
;AT&T National.
It's one thing for Woods to
play with a celebrity in the pro!am, even an NFL quarterback.
Its quite another when that
The 45-year-old Johnson (8-5) allowed three runs
!qua
. rterback is Tony Romo of the
and four hits in 5 1-3 innings and evened his record at 7:Dallas Cowboys. playing before
7 against the Cardinds, leaving him with a losing mark
tfans
who live for the
against only three teams — the Mets (6-7). the Yankees
'
Washington Redskins.
(6-8)and the Rays (3-5). All the hits he allowed were for
t "I didn't realize it was going
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Randy Johnson won his third extra bases with Ryan Ludwick adding a double and
ttbe this big a deal." Woods
straight decision and 303rd of his career despite surren- triple.
said.
dering two home runs to Albert Pujols in the San
Pujols leads the major leagues with 30 homers and 77
It wi)1 be the second quarterFrancisco Giants' 6-3 victory over the St. Louis RBIs after his third multihomer game in the last 10
:back Woods has played with in a
Cardinals on Tuesday night.
games, his seventh this season and the 30th of his career.
:pro-am this year.
The Cardinals couldn't overcome Chris Carpenter's His 35 RBIs in June is a career best for any month and
: He played with Peyton
:Manning of the Indianapolis first shaky outing of the season, which left them trailing his 14 homers in the month matched his career best in
:Colts at the Quail Hollow 6-1 after five innings. St. Louis has lost three straight April 2006.
since acquiring Mark DeRosa. who is a quiet 0 for 9 thus
Pujols' three-month total is the Cardinals' best since
•Champronship.
far, and has dropped six of seven overall.
Mark McGwire had 37 homers and 87 RBIs at the end
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Pujols' power isn't enough for Redbirds
CARPENTER HAS FIRST SHAKY
OUTING OF SEASON; JOHNSON,
GIANTS BEAT ST. LOUIS

i

of June 1998 during his then-record setting 70
-homer
season.
Carpenter (5-3) lasted five innings and allowed six
runs and 11 hits — one off his career high. He
hadn't
allowed more than three runs in any of his first
1(1 starts
before getting knocked around by the Giants,
resultinn
in a 64-point ERA hike to 2.42.
The Giants didn't hit Carpenter hard in the
first, but
managed four singles for a 2-0 lead including
RBIs by
Bengie Molina and Edgar Renteria. They hit
hint harder
in a four-run, five-hit fifth. opening with
three straight
hits by Aaron Rowand. Randy Winn and Pablo
Sandoval
and capped by Travis Ishikawa's RBI double
for a 6-1
lead.
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commitment
from
13-year-old

If-fie

KNOXVILLE,Tenn.(API —
The 13-year-old brother of

HES

Tennessee safety Eric Berry says
he's accepted a scholarship offer

know your pro..
I. 'AlIthosewert
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to play for the Volunteers.
That's without having played
a single down of high sch001
football.
Evan Berry will be a ninthgrader at Creekside High School
in Fairbum, Ga., in the fall and is
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w
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

UT gets

The Downstate Rippers claimed the championship
of the 20th Anniversary Hartland Shootout
girls ASA fastpitch softball tournament this past weekend
in Moline, Ill. With over 60 teams in
the tournament, the Rippers beat out 18 other U16 teams
by winning six straight games to
claim a bid as a 2009 national qualifier. Nine girls from
Illinois, Missoun and Kentucky make
up the Downstate Rippers select travel team. Amanda Wincheste
r (top row, second from left),
of Murray, plays shortstop for the team.

expected to play quarterback and
safety like his brother,
He told recruiting Web site
that
he
thinks
Tennessee seems the best for him
and he wants to play for defenRivals.com

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League
East Division
W
L Pet GS
Boston
47 30 610
New York
44 32 579 2 112
Tempe Bay
44 35 557
4
Toronto
41 38 519
7
Baltimore
35 42 455
12
Central Division
W
L Pct 08
Detrat
03 34 558
Monneecna
40 39 506
4
Chicago
39 38 506
4
Kansas Crty
33 43 434 9 12
Cleveland
31 48 392
13
West Division
W
L Pct Ga
Las Angeles
42 33 560
Towle
41 35 539 1 12
&WEI
39 37 513 3 112
Oisidand
32 44 42110 1/2

sive coordinator Monte Kiffm.
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The Murray Mavericks 10 and under baseball team won an 18-hour all-day
tournament on
June 20 in Mayfield. The Mavencks were just one of five teams that participate
d in the Summer
Slam 2009 event that started at 9 a.m. Saturday morning and ended at
12:30 a.m. Sunday
morning with the Mavericks finishing with a 12-3 victory. The field consisted
of teams from
Kentucky and Tennessee. The Murray Maverick players are Josh Conner,
Jared Gray, Aaron
Rogers, William Skinner, Chance Roberts, Ethan Sheridan, Austin
Shelton, Bryce Robinson,
Casey Wilson, Trent Jones, Jeremy Darnell, Caleb Rogers and Carter
Reid. Bat boys ate
Jarrett Darnell and Jaren Skinner. The Mavericks are coached by Stephen
Conner, Scott Gray
and Brad Skinner.

•MHS
From Page 10
Vurk-an this winter about coming
lo Murray as a football assistant.
Pi'hen the track and field job was
4Idded to the pot, it became too
good to turn down for Boggess,
who has commuted from Murray

* * * * * * * **
*
Celebrate Your
*
Independence From *
*
High Gas Prices
*
*
With A 2010
*

Marshall for the past two
;years.
!!' "I loved having my own program (at Bnarcrest),
and at
Marshall, I was kind of sharing
with a couple other coaches," he
said. "I thought it would be neat
to not only have my own proram, but to have the middle
hoot as a project as well."
Boggess will also serve as
ecial teams coordinator for the
)football team and work with

fric

better than any other midsize car in America.

*
*

* -Manly 4th 06 jay

*

*
*

uarterbacks
and
defensive
acks.
p: Also joining the Murray
;coaching ranks is Kight, who
Rakes the reins of the cross counfy
after a successful
ffeo-year stint by Amanda Lough.
Lough left the teaching and
aching profession in May to
come the youth minister at a
cical church.
• Leaving the program she led
a regional championship last
ll wasn't an easy decision, but it
,_Lkias tempered by the fact that she
glad a large hand in selecting its
gluccessor.
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*
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* The Ford Fusion Hybrid gets 41 mpg in the city, *

*
*
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Sarah McDowell recently attended Pat Summitt's Lady Vols
Basketball Camp at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville.
At the conclusion of camp, Sarah was presented the Hot Shot
Award for the 9-10 year old division by head coach Pat
Summitt. Sarah will be a fifth grader at Murray Middle School
and is the daughter of David and Amy McDowell. Pictured is
Sarah with her autographed award from Pat Summitt.
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6rem year &limas 41
*
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Parker Ford Lm,:,
Lincoln-Mercury *
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"Celebrating 80 Years in Business"
*
*
* 701 Main St. •(270) 753-5273 • wvvw.parkerford.com *
** * * * *

-11- * * * * * * * * * * *

::- Kight worked with Lough as a
iitudent teacher at Murray Middle
Ohis past spring, where they dis'covered a shared love of running.
4
._,..!: When administrators asked
4he former coach to recommend a
' successor, the choice was simple.
"I knew that she would
approach the team a lot like I did
with a family mentality," she
said. "Not only does she have a
love for running, but I knew that
she would take an interest in the
kids on more than just an athletic
level."
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National League
East Division
W
L Pct GEI
Phiadelphia
39 35 527
Florida
40 39 506 1 12
New York
37 39 487
3
Atlanta
36 40 474
4
Washington
22 53 29317 12
Central Division
W
L Pcl GB
Milwaukee
42 35 545
St Louts
41 38 519
2
Cincinnati
37 38 493
4
Chicago
36 38 sae 4 12
Houston
36 39 480
5
Potstwrgh
36 41 468
8
Wool Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Aiigeles
49 29 628
-San Francisco
42 34 553
6
Colorado
41 36 532 7 12
San Diego
34 42 447
14
Arizona
31 4640317 1/2
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The coaching job is Kight's
first. A native of Louisville. she is
a recent graduate of Murray State
and will teach math at the middle
school.
She inherits a senior-led boys
team with hiliti expectations for
the fall — thE Tigers didn't graduate a single member of 2008's
championship squad.
Murray also returns an intact
girls contingent that placed third
at regionals and competed at state
last fall.
"The seniors have told me
from the very beginning that their
goal is to win, and they've shown
that by how hard they work in
conditioning," Kight said. "We'll
run every practice with Nov. 14
(KHSAA state meet) in mind.
"I love how they encourage
and challenge each other to work
harder and run faster."
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Sc

Brown Bonded
Leather Chair
& Ottoman

Chenille Rocker
Recliner

5 Pc. Suite
Approt

59

Camel Microfiber or Bomber Jacket
Look Pad Over Chaise Rocker Recliner

Pe r Mn

Queen Bed '598 Media Chest'898
Dresser & Mirror'1198
5 Drawer Chest'798

Lane Tan Chenille
Velvet Dual
Reclining Sofa

Vac
dea
witl

$598
Chair & 1/2
Recliner

Queen Sleigh
Bed Headboard
& Footboard

Microfiber Dual
Reclining Pad Over
Chaise Sofa '1098
Dual Reclining
Console Sofa With
Storage '1098
Wedge 498

p1198

Jackson Green/Gold
Chenille Velvet Nail
Head Trim Sofa

"598
Loveseat'568
Ashley
Sectional

Chocolate Micrilfibot
Reclining Sofa '998
Dual Reclining Lounger Console Sofa
With Storage'998 • Wedge $298

$898
Swivel Chair

$385
Riverside
Computer Deck

Black &
Cherry Finish
Plasma 72" TV
Cart

$698
Riverside
Laptop or
Computer Desk

'598
Plasma Hutch

$498
Queen Set

$398
King Set

$598
;•I/J
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Health

Couch joins Physician Specialists

Dr. iirmay E. Couch

Dr. Jimmy E. Couch, neurologist, will be joining the
Physician Specialists of Murray
practice with neurologist Dr.
Christopher King beginning
July I.
"I am thrilled to have Dr.
Couch joining the practice,"
King said. "He is a physician
that I know and trust. We met
before he decided to come to
Murray and we both knew
immediately that we would
work very well together. He is a
great addition to the medical

WEDNESDAY
JULY I, 2009

Doctor of Psychiatry
Jones joins MCCH staff

staff and to the community and I
am looking forward to working
with him for year to come."
The Physician Specialists of
Murray Neurology practice will special to the Ledger & Times
Murray -Calloway County
be moving their office to a new
location at 300 South Eighth Hospital is pleased to welcome
Melissa Jones, DO,Psychiatry,
Street, Suite 301 East of the as the
newest member of the
Medical Arts Building. They medical staff.
Jones graduated from St.
will begin seeing patients at
their new location on Monday. Louis University with a
Bachelors Degree in psychology
For more information, call and biology,
and completed her
Physician Specialists of Murray medical degree at Des Moines
University with a Doctorate in
at 762-1566.
Osteopathic Medicine. She finished her psychiatry residency
in 2004 at Kansas University
Medical Center.
Jones has been practicing in a
private practice in suburban
Kansas City Metro since 2004.
She has had the majority of her

MCCH men's health
screening a success
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and the Kentucky
Cancer Program together with
Dr. Jackson, Urologist and
Debbie Wiles, ARNP hosted a
successful Men's Health Event.
A total of 79 men were screened
throughout the event. The
Prostate
Specific
Antigen
screening, also known as PSA,
tested 72 men within the normal
range and 7 men with abnormal
results. The results from the
Digital Rectal Exam detected 59

within the normal range, 9
abnormal/suspicious results, 10
results as benign prostatic
hypertrophy (BPH) and 1 who
had a history of cancer with
removed prostate.
Each year in the United
States, more the 186,000 men
are diagnosed with prostate cancer. This disease, which remains
the second leading cause of cancer death among men, will affect
more than 3,100 Kentucky men.
Early detection is the key to
detecting prostate cancer, and

that's why Murray-Calloway
County Hospital teamed up with
the Kentucky Cancer Program
and Urology Associates to take a
lead role in providing free
screenings to men throughout
our region.
For more information on free
screenings provided by MurrayCalloway County Hospital, call
the Marketing Department at
270-762-1381 or ihe Health
Promotions Department at 7621382.

Ifedl Of

Dr. Melissa Jones
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Ask about System & light Therapy
Spinal Heal*
Chiropractic
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FDA cleared for the non-surgical treatment of

*herniated discs
'posterior facet
'protruding discs
'sciatica
'
degenerative disc disease

Vaccine maker signs Koirala
deal with Spanish
1 moving
with health ministry
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — will provide 60 million euros, or
Vaccine developer Novavax Inc. about $84.1 million, to complete
has signed a deal with Spain's late-stage testing of the vaccines
health ministry and a specialty and gain marketing approval in
drugmaker there to license its the European Union and eventugenetically engineered technolo- ally elsewhere. In addition,
gy to produce pandemic and sea- ROVI will make an immediate
sonal flu vaccines and build that $3 million equity investment
in
country's first vaccine-making Novavax, at a 10 percent
premiplant.
um to the company's $2.74 closRockville,
Md.-based ing price on July 29, and will
Novavax told The Associated provide additional
development
Press the deal, to be announced funding if needed.
later Tuesday by the Spanish
"This is a huge validation of
government, will bring the com- our technology,
" Rahul Singhvi,
pany development funding president
and chief executive of
needed in the short term and will Novavax,
said in an interview.
be worth tens of millions of dol- "This
is going to enable us to go
lars in future royalty and mile- to
market," both with vaccines
stone payments once the vacmade by ROVI and with its own
cines are approved and marketproducts.
ed.
ROV1 will use the same techNovavax, Spain's Ministry of
nology to make its vaccines.
Health
and
ROVI
Virus-like-particle technology
Pharmaceuticals of Madrid are
is behind Merck & Co.'s cervical
aiming to have the manufacturcancer vaccine Gardasil. Other
ing plant running and win
companies working on flu vacapproval to sell the vaccines in
cines are using the technology in
the European Union in 2012.
laboratory testing, but Novavax
The plant is to be built in
is the only company using the
Granada, at an expected cost of
technology that has advanced to
about 20 million euro, or $28
midstage testing in people for
million.
flu,
Singhvi said.
Novavax, a development-stage
ROVI, which makes and sells
company with no marketed
products, is in midstage testing a version of the blood thinner
in the U.S. of a vaccine against heparin in about two dozen
swine flu, or Hi NI flu, using the countries in Europe. Asia and
same technology to produce South America, will have excluvaccines more quickly and sive licenses to sell the vaccines
cheaply than the traditional in Spain and Portugal, plus
method of growing the key vac- nonexclusive licenses in Europe.
cine component in chicken eggs, Latin America and Africa The
a process that takes several company does contract manufacturing for other drugmakers,
months.
Novavax developed what's including filling syringes with
called virus-like-particle tech- various vaccines.
Novavax will retain exclusive
nology to make vaccines. The
technology genetically engi- licenses for the vaccines in
neers a particle that looks like a North America, Asia and
flu virus, but contains contains Australia and also would be able
only three of its eight genetic to sell them in other countnes,
building blocks, enough to make except Spain and Portugal.
The planned Granada plant
the shell of the virus and key
proteins on its surface, Singhvi would be able to make more
than 15 million doses of seasonsaid.
"It's like a decoy of the virus, al flu vaccine a year, plus surge
but the immune system recog- Apacity, plus surge capacity to
nizes it as if it were the flu virus' produce many more doses in the
and mounts a vigorous immune event of another pandemic flu,
response, he said. "It cannot said Tom Johnston, vice presireplicate, and it cannot cause ill- dent of strategy at Novavax.
ness."
That's intended to supply the
The company is aiming to get market in Spain, which has more
approval to sell both pandemic than 43 million people and is the
flu vaccines and seasonal flu world's eighth-largest economy,
vaccines in the U.S., also by with some remaining for other
2012.
parts of Europe, Latin America
Spanish government agencies and Africa.

experience in outpatient practice. She, her husband and their
two children have relocated to
the Murray area. In her spare
time, she enjoys boating, golf
and other outdoor activities.
Jones will be the new psychiatrist in the Murray Psychiatris
Associates practice located in
the Medical Arts Building at 300
South Eighth St., Suite 480 West
in Murray. She will begin seeing
patients July 6. Her office hours
will be Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information or to schedule an
appointment, call 753-0704.

Chiroprock vet+ Spinal Decompression RehotAitonon & Mossoge Theropy

Dr. Kanchan Koirala, pulmonologist, will be moving his
office to a new location at 300
South Eighth St., Suite 380
West. He will begin seeing
patients at this new location on
Monday. To make an appointment with Dr. Konala, call 7621539.

Open
Monday-Friday
Saturdays by
Appomonent

CALLOWAY COUNTY C

CHIROPRACTI

Dr Scott Foster
Dr Blythe Peebles

(270)753-6100

NORTHPOINTE OFFICE PARK • 17100 HWY. 121 NORTH • MURRAY
www.csllowaycountychiropractic.com

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

welcome Melissa Jones.
D 0 Psychiatrist, to our medical staff
would like to

Ur Jones received her medical degree
at De!. Moines University with a
Doctorate in Osteopathic Medicine. She
then completed her Psychiatry residency
program at Kansas University Medical
Center. Dr. Jones. her husband, and their
two children will be relocating to the
Murray area
or Jones will be located at the new
Murray Psychiatric Associates practice in
the West Wing of the Medical Arts
Building. She is available for
appointments by calling 270-753-0704
Murray Hospital Is pleased to welcome
Dr Melissa Jones

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

OFFICE HOURS

DES MOINES UNIVERSITY

MONDAY - FRIDAY
8.00 AM - 5:00 PM

RESIDENCY
KANSAS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

rearOurearmusgruara
wara••■•••■••••
asiessaramessmie

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Murray Psychiatric Associates

MURRAY PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES
300 S 8TH STREET
SUITE 480 WEST
MURRAY. KY 42071

(270) 753-0704

www.murrayhospital.org
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00187
CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC

PLAINTIFF,

Leal
Nike

Laela

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00179

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00156

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, L P

VS NOTICE OF SALE
JACK T ELLIOTT a/k/a JACK ELLIOT.
MICA B ELLIOTT ek/a ERICA EL110T,

DEFENDANTS

A part of Section 27, Township 3, Range 4 East, and a tract of land more
particularly described as follows;
Beginning at a (take on the South side of the Almo-Wadeehoro Road, said
stake
being 100 feet West of the Northwest corner of a tract of land heretofore
conveyed to Edwin Ahart. thence, South 120 feet to a stake, thence West 140
feet to
a rake and running parallel with said road; thence. North 115 feet more
or lee
to the South edge of said road; thence Easterly along the South edge of said
road
140 feet more or leas to the point of beginning.
Except any Interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the
land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easemente in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas ,nd other
minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Jack T. Elliott, at us., by deed from Jason
C ThUey, st al.. dated May 29, 2007, of record in Book 697. Fate 273. In
the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shell be sold on a cash or credit bum of 30
days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-thirdef the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in
two equal installments full withie thisty 1301 days, with sufficient surety
bond.
bearing interest at 12% pigrApitin from the date of sale until paid, and
fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.
This 17th day of June, 2009.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Meter Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June 8, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $175,080 79, I shall proceed to offer
for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 10, 2009, at the hour
of
1000 am,local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 2211 Edinborough Drive,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot No 20 in Unit Number Four (4) of the Gatesborough Estates Subdivision
as
shown by plat of same of record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County
Court
Said conveyance is made subyect to all protective covenants, restrictions,
easements and all other protective covenants as is recorded in Microfilm
Deed Book
153, Cabinet I, Drawer 5, Card 2456, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-waya and easements.
Being the sane property conveyed to David Sher McVYberter and wife, Lisa
Darlene MciVherter, by deed from Jerry Jones, et us, dated February
8, 2005,
of record in Deed Book 581, Page 506, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on •cash or credit beans
of 30 days,
but if !cid an •reedit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with
the cornmisaioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in
two equal installments fall withal thirty (30) days with sufficient surety
bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully
due and payable in thirty(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property
as
additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but
shell
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem tutees.
This 16th day of June, 2009.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

Legal description of• tract of land situated in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky. being a part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 3, Thwaship 2,
Range 6 East, and also being further described as follows.
Commencing at a point located where the South right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway 972 (50' right-of-way)Intersects the West right-of-way line of the
Hooper Cemetery Road (50' right-of-way I,
thence, in a southwesterly direction and following the South right-of-way line of
Kentucky Highway 972, 399 77' to the point of beginning, said point also being
the Northwest corner of the J Raymond and Wanda L D Jones 4 4348 ere
tract,
thence. with Jones' West line South 15 deg. 61' 19' east 420.00' toe "diameter
mbar found, the southeast corner of the Tract described herein;
diameter rebar found the

thence. North 15 deg. 61' 19- Wee 420.00' to•?" diameter rear found in the
South line of Kentucky Highway 972,
thence. 25 from and parallel to the centerline of Kentucky Highway 972 North
74 deg 08' 41" East 105 00' to the point of beginning
Being the same property conveyed to Thomas 0 Jones, by deed dated June 23,
1997. of record in Deed Book 259, Page 39, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court
ALSO A 2002 Clayton Mobile Home, 16 x 80, Serial No CLA050921TN
The aforementioned property shall be sold on s cash or credit bens, but if sold
on a credo of forty-five i45,days, the purchaaer shall deposit with the
Commissioner ten 110%) percent of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, with good and sufficient surety,
bearing interest at 128 per annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully
due and payable within forty-five days A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any ahall be ascertained and paid
by the Comrninsioner, but the property shall be sold subiert to the 2009 ad v•Iorem tax.

CARLIE E STAPLES, LEE ANN STAPLES
BLACKACRE ENTERPRISE, LLC,

PLAINTIFF,

CHRISTOPHER M. MCWHERTER
MELODY L. MCWHERTER,

TE
DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on May It, 2008. in the above cause, to satiefy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $130,966.27. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Coorthouse door an the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. July 2, 2009, at the hour of
10:00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 572 Purdom Road, Murray.
KY 42071, and being tnore particularly described as follows•
Lot IA of Bybee Estates as shown on Revised Plat of record in Plat Book 25,
Card 35, Slide 2349 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
This property is shown on the plat of Bybee Estates of record in Plat Book 25,
Cited 35, Slide 2349 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office. This property
is subject to all easements, right-of-ways, plat notes and restrictions as shown
on the above-mentioned plat, ILS well as the restrictions of record in Book 174,
Card 2777 and Amended Restrictions of record in Book 346, Page 319 in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
Being the same property conveyed to Christopher M McWherter and wife.
Melody L. McWherter, by deed from Troy Stovall, et us., dated February 8,
2007. of record in Deed Book 681, Page 484. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit bees of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third 11131 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold
subeect to the current ad valorem taxes
This 9th day of June, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

All that certain lot, piece or parcel of lend, with the buildings and Improvement
,
thereon erected, situate, lying and being in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky.
Lot No. 3E of the Chapel Hill Estates Subdivision as shown by replat of record
in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat Book 3, Page 39
Said replat being a revisit of Lot No. 3 GC' the Chapel Hill Estates Subdivision
as
shown by plat of record in the Office of the aforesaid Clerk in Plat Book 2, Page
80

Due to the 4th of July holiday the
classified deadlines have changed:
There will not be a paper printed on Saturday. July 4th
Friday July 3rd deadline Is Wednesday July 1st 0 2:00

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
day., but if sold on •credo of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third (1/3) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient 'surety fm the remainder, in two equal metallments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A ben shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commiasioner. but the property shall be sold
subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 9th day of June. 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Muster Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

TO. Tabatha Phillips A.
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Being the same property conveyed to Carlie E Staples and wife, Lee Ann
Staple. by deed from Peoples Bank of Murray. Ky.. dated March 20, 1998 of
record In Book '280, Page 482, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
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Monday July 6th & Smart Saver deadline

Lowest U.S. prices
Under and subject to conditions and restrictions as set forth in the Office
of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat Book 2, Page 80, and in Plat Book
3,
Page 39, and such restrictions are specifically referred to in this conveyance and
incorporated herein as if same were written herein in full
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DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on May 11, 2008. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $111,711.27. I shall proceed to offer
for
sale at the Courthoue door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. July 2, 2009, at the
hour of
10,00 am., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Callowsy County, Kentucky, with its address being 1505 Doran Road. Murray.
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:

Wor

re)lndivi
send re

NOTICE

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
PLAINTIFF

By vutue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on May 26, 200& in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $45,158.05, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Callowsy
County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July le,
2009. at the hour of 1000 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with ita address being 351
Snipe Creek Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as
follows

This 16th day MAIM', 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Coranussioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DAVID SHEA MCWHERTER,
LISA DARLENE MCWHERTER.

THE RANK OF NEW YORK AS TRUSTEE FOR THE
BENEFIT OF ALTERNATIVE LOAN TRUST 2007-J1
MORTGAGE PASS THROUGH CERTIFICATES, SERIES 2007-J1, PLAINTIFF.

VS NOTICE OF SALE
THOMAS 0 JONES, HELEN A. JONES,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY. CAPITAL ONE
BANK AND RESURGENT CAPITAL SERVICES,
SERVICING AGENT FOR LVNV FUNDING, LLC.

CTTIMORTGAGE,INC.,
VS NOTICE OF RA!-F

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CL00574

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-Ch00066
GREEN TREE SERVICING. LLC FICA
CONSECO FLNANCE SERVICING CORPORATION.

PLALNTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on June 8, 2009, in the above amse, to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $86,270 30. I ahall proceed
to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 10, 2009, at
the hour of
1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its &delete being 373 Alma Road,
Murray, KY
42011, and being more particularly described as follows:

thence South 74 deg 08 41 West 1105 00 toe
southwest corner of the Teel described herein,
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NOTICE
Advertisers are
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Murray Ledger
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be mad..
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Alta
TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABOR
08/20/09 to 10/30/09 KY/0382786
Workman Farms, Hazel, Ky.(10 Openings)
Tobacco Farm Labor
Labor Wage $7.25 to $8.29 hour
Depending on crop activity 3/4
Contract hours guaranteed all tools and
equipment furnished at no charge Housing
Provided for those Beyond commuting at
no cost. Transportation and subsistence pay,
after 50% of contract completed. Transport
daily to worksite Apply for this fob at nearest
Office of State Workforce Agency in this state.
Using Job order numbers above with a copy of
this advertisement. Subjected to random drug
and alcohol tests at Employers expense

Administrative Manager
Local Company located close to Aurora.
Kentucky is seeking to fill ar Administrative
Manager position. Job requirements include
but are not limited to providing support to the
Facility Manager, must handle a wide diverse
range of administrative functions. to use one's
own inaative with authonty to make administrative decisions within defined boundanes. for
being the subtract matter expert for administrative procedures/guidelines for the company.
Must be able to organize flow of work, perform
all general office work and be proficient with
Microsoft office Must have a minimum of an
Assocate degree in related field and 3-5 years
iob related expenence. or combination of education and experience.
Individuals interested in this position should
send resume to: P.O Box 1040-N, Murray, KY
42071, by July 10th 2009
Company is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Applicants receive consideration without regard
to race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

Maintenance Mechanic
Local Company located close to Aurora
Kentucky la seeking to fill a maintenance
mechanic position. Job requirements include
but are not limrtea to performing work or and
maintain heavy, light and diesel equipment.
Also, responsible for the maintenance of several iypes of power construction equipment
including cranes, mowers, bulldozers, tractors
and gradall: and all other duties as required for
the position. Must have High School diploma
or GED with 2-5 years of maintenance mechanic (diesel) expenence. Also, must have a valid
driver's license. Send resume to: P.O Box
1040-0. Murray. KY 42071.

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for a part-time afternoon RN
position Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS

I out what's:
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summer...

PLEASE

*cribs to the
Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
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applications for a part-time afternoon LPN

,ocal Mail 11
ocitinswy)
-$1580

position
Kentucky

Must be licensed in the State of
Apply in person at Betthaven of

Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,

-..$114.1111

KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
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Benton now has a fulltime position for an expenenced
cook/aide for nursing home environment. Must be able to work days,
aftemoons and weekends, Apply in
person at Britthaven of Benton 2607
Main Street Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOE/AAE
Britthaven Of
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CUSTOMER Service
Reps needed, send
resume to P 0 Box
363 or to info•pecoproducts.com
30-35
hours a week.

Medecom is an EOf WF/DAd

PLAINTIFF,

i.

LOST: Reward offered
3 yr. old mode chocolate lab Missing 3
weeks, not neutered,
scar on left ear
Penney- Kirksey area
270-293-1331

Excellent Earning! Potential/
Join our growing solos team today?

Leal
Nobs

(1st 4/

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers as
sources reliable, but
inaccurecses do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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DEUVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Galloway Co Protein* Gas
in Murray Pea an opining
Mr a local propene Oeirwry
boblruck Weer and tank
WAIS heee a
cnL-iiisztasi airfares,
Facellent pay. prowl benefits Meese cart 753-7485
or loll Is. Mr Warren al
14300474-4427 .sr 142 or
onkel horn at
vivermyCli•AVIS oonn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifiedi
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to xibnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
HEARING kid practice
in physician's office
seeks
trainee
or
licensed hearing aid
dispenser for part time
leading to full time
employment. Must be
career oriented, self
starter with excellent
people skills and desire
for
advancement.
Starting compensation
depends on education.
experience and abilities. Base salary with
added incentive compensation for performance. Must have a college degree or any
type or experience in
the healh care field
This is a primarily sales
position
with
an
emphasis on service
Will only consider
typed
professional
looking resumes. P.O.
Box 1040-G Murray.
KY 42071.
LOCAL business needing Home Medical
Equipment
CSR
Expenenced preferred
but no required. Send
resume to PO Box
1207, Murray, KY
42071
MURRAY Real Estate
licensing class
(270)223-0789
MURRAY
Weekend
Rea! Estate 96hr.
licensing class July9August15. Investment
$960 credit/debit cards
online, or cash, check
or
money
order
Registration
by
appointment.
18yrs.
experience 270-2230
7
8
9
doloiseadamis0yahoo.
COT
PROMINENT Lighting
Company search for an
experienced
Warehouse Manager
For immediate cos
nideration. please fax
resume and cover letter tor 270-856-3471
PART-TIME
maintenance/bookkeeper
$7.25 + gas allowance
753-3018.

Viednes.das, Juts I. 20119 • Iii

Rost deals in towed

Alga.

2E1R lownhome loft
.stm. W/D. 2-car
garage $650/rent.
8800/deposit.
I -year lease, no pets
12701293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr

•Recliner• •.&44.11114 •Eiticroffber
sore It lovaseet •000.06
• Cherry bedroom suite al.500.46
• Maple bedroom gult• 41.41100,96
• Chili 4 ottoman 6390.616
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Practical Dental
Asiiieting
Registration Is now
RP/an class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for It
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledental.co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited

STAY at home mom
has opening for childcare. (Mon-Fe days)
Smoke free/ pet free
home. Have experience and references
Murray. Hazel area
270-970-7357. Leave
message If no answer.
WILL watch children in
my home. 14 years
experience 753-1219

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3566

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters.
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows.
etc.753-4109

COLD Air, 3Ton Centre
Air Unit. $400 firm, Cal
270-293-5298
she
4brn,

SONY Flat Paned TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia
www.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.
WASHER end dryer.
46" inch TV, beverage
cooler, ladies new diamond wedding nng set.
file cabinets, wresting
mat, wood barrels, old
hand saws and pulleys
wood stove
smait
pressure washer
270-978-7381

LARGE
SELECTION'
115E13 APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 153-1113
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If
, 1
home FurnisMip
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Antiques
6T tall oak bed $400
Duncan Phyla
Chest $100
Trunk $45
Rocker $45
View pros photobucket corn/Orr
items local
731-337-9590

13' cultenuicher $975.
2 row cultivator with
dry
fertilizer side dresser
$500 pond scoop $75
Phone 270-753-8428,
cell 270-293-6082
135 WF four cylinder
spin out wheels Like
new tires Buggy top
canopy Good paint
with five foot rotary cutter 270-753-2293
B-Allis Chamber
Tractor 8ft wooas
belly mower $1.500
978-5655

NOMW For MN
-OWNER Finance16)(80 3BR. 2Ba on 3.5
acres. $3,950 down.
$545 a month, 3380
Guthrie Rd., Paris.
270-753-1011
"Owner Fincance'•
16x80 3BR, 2BA
$3,950 down.
$495/mo. 2220
Wrather Rd.
270-753-1011
2002
Fleetwood
28x56, 3 BR. 2 BA
excellent condition, 3
wooden porches with
sell. 293-7109 or
767-0622
PRICED to sell, 1999
16x70 Fleetwood 2BR.
28A, all appliances
included, garbage disposal. covered porch,
metal storage bldg,
carport located Fox
Meadows
731-247-3046

ril Itor

Call 270-759-4851
for more Information.

4 BR. 2 BA. all appii.
anew; Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-S696
BRICK. 2BR, IBA,
duplex in quiet reside!,
tial
nitighborhooe
Close to school and
hospital WM. C/H/A
garage out building
spacious
backyato
Short term ease avail
able $650 plus $400
deposit moves you in
607 Elm St. Murray
Available 071/09
293-2797

270.761 5237
www wallapKals.c oin

Far INN

2BR, 38R $265.00
753-6012
NICE 2BR trailer, no
pets 753-9866

$110 per month Nice
clean park
News
homes only 492.8488

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica
tions tor 1 & 28r units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
&cosset(*)
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TOO No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity

24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20.50
753-7668

2 year old female
boxer, fawn, house
broken $200
293-3467 or 293-3468

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1196 Main
(270) 753-6286
Celt (270) 293-4183
, 9 cm, • 4 pm. M-F

AKC Bulldog puppies
i-male, 3-female, big
heads lots of wnnkleis
$1,500 each
(7311 336-2660

otod obel

--

438-2688

& 2 Bdrm Apts very
close to MSU Laundry
on site. Furnished units
avail Contact
978-1123
1 BR apt, various leacations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1601 Ridgewood.
2BR, IBA Duplex, all
appliances. including
W&D. Call (606)5615133

1BR, clean & nice, all
appliances including
wel. No pets. 270-4362524. cell 270-2936906.
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2, 313R available.
Various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR 2BA All
Appliances Stanford
Dr
SBG Real Property
Professionals
753-9999 x114
2BR Duplex. C/H/A, all
appliances, newly
remodeled. 1003-13
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
NICE 2BR, 113ath, all
appliances furnished
293-1924

V

IC-

www.murrayk

apartments.com
270467-9111

Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included No PETS'

-9IE.(141A14 I letN=
1213 N. 16TH ST., MURRAY, KY
Open Mon. Wed,
Thur & Fri 8:00-1:00
Accepting applicattons
1 & 2 Bedroom townhouses
Central heat & air
1st month's rent is FREE?
with one year lease
Basic rent starting at $345-$375
(270)753-1970
TOO 1-800-5451833 Ext. 283 0

qi”. , .... UN oller IP Ink

IP • .....•

1

IC

AP
S
005 Dtelgttr1d Dr • fr4urra% XY 4:071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800445-1833 Ext. 283
ONE MONTH FREI. RENT WITH I YEAR LEASE
One arid Tett Berirt4tm Apetriment•
Centrul Hear dt 41r
- ACCEPTING APPLICATION'S • ,5 • 'S.

gen MIA WORM
Conde,new sr
Uwe wi Eller lo
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isqueles view
emelt Iliewe pry
lersti•pcsil swim
Me
Prewsrei
Prehosekieste
117~1111
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$800 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4400
NEWLY remodeled
2BR. IBA. w/d,
$500+dopoell.
293-6430

1BR & iHR apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, 110 pets
753-2905

ENTURE

PIUICNJ
Early remodel, 6.5
years old, Jenn-Air
side-by-side counter
depth
refrigerato
$500. Kenmore dish
washer $150, Kenmore
drop-in oven $175.
excellent
condition
759-9360

0

(ta)

Antiques
AFFORDABLE child
care 293-9794

1

NEW - 7,000 sq ft Industrial building
rent/lease on East Chestnut Ext

for

RAIN WREST
FUR N MORI N0111
. 401 Maple E5..1810 7111-111011

KE Y MINI
WAREHOUSES

00ATSNrgenans & Boers, all
ages 978-0623

1 tISO tit Fit 1..1ti
Murray KY 1.,`117 I
210 PO 'Oil,'

SHIH-TZU MC, puppies
male/female
S200-8350 Call afternoons 270.251-0310

Jet. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST,
onset or III s A i.lwitak.
10X10 $13 101554*
(2701436-2524
12701 2934906
•
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator.
oven.
stove, wearier & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1/2 off. Call
270-348-0458.

posted on our
Mimeo tor trial
animeemie

NORTHWOOD
Storage many sizes
753-9999 x114

NICE & clean, new carom 2 bedroom duplex
stove,
refrigerator
mune, & dryer $35(
rent, $350 deposit
270-293-3761
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bsdroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

All line ads
placed In our
paper Sr*
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PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Haulti
753-9600

YARD SALE
Corner of
17th & Ryan
Thure 8 Fri
July 283
7:00-1:00
Ether Allen Coffee
table, mere 40
waist dress pants
& shorts & 2x shirts
& much more

liquese For Aiwa
1BR, Appl. furnished.
no pets. 753-0728
994-3308
2 BR, very -nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required
753-4109
3BR, 1Ba. hardwood
floors, garage appliances included
$750/mo 1604
Kirkwood 759-4696
293-4600
414N 8th nice 2BR
duplex,
appliances,
w/d, $400
416 N 8th nice 2BR
brick house. $500
489-2741
501 South 6th St. 2
BR. 1 BA, dining, living, bonus rooms,
washer, dryer, refrigerator. stove, dishwasher, fenced. lease. 270761-1317
EXECUTIVE
home,
Gastesborough, 3 BR,
2 BA, carpet, tile,
garage.
sunroom,
stove,
dishwasher,
central
heaVac
Reference,
lease
(270) 767.1317.
LARGE 4 bedroom. 2
bath, hardwood floors.
dishwasher,
stove.
frig , washer dryer
hook up. ceiling fans,
central air, gas heat,
fireplace, large deck,
fenced backyard, large
2 car garage, water
included $975 00 One
year lease, references
& deposit required
(270)767-0615

Units
auto
trailer etc
1at moniti free
(270)753-3119
(270)293-2482

y
I •rAt I

lir Al
A1 u iit 174'

Prop For Rent
45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities Next to
J.H Churchill
753-3119, 293-2482
COMMERCIAL -building 643 N 4th St
C/H/A, 3-phase oleo Inc. $600 a month
753-2041

limes fair
14ouning Ad Nutlet
All teal estate advertised herein
iri ,ulte-t1 to the Federal Fair
Humana Act, which nukes it
ilkgal to advertise any peer
MO limitation is diarnarion based re raft, MICK
Kion srt, hand k ap. lamibal
PO,of ruhotval taiga of mies.
tin, h. Mat airs .iud1 Fakir
entry laudatory. in demean/non
Muria, ledger Ii

Metal building 88x40
insulated 12f1. wails,
gas heat, can be used
as two shops Located ,aate law. forted discnnunenon
at 406 Sunbury Circle, in the eh,, rental ix advertising
ot real estate hard ilfl factors Sr
Murray. 270-436-2935
addition 1t, thew rotated
urdar ledcral law
OFFICE space avail•
lsw will Fereringl) accept any
able utilities paid,
adverhaina ha minute whab
$450 month. 203 N
is not in volation 4 the
12th St. Call (270)293- Ferson. are herein, law All
informed
2881
that all dwelling...aireMacid are
aslilablf 'Sr in t‘phil oppertu
Retail Store in Hazel
nth Nee
5000 SF +/- plus 960
For lurther eateancr with Fur
SF porch.
itou.ing Adserhsing require
Really nicel Great for
rnent., tvrtao \
(nuns,)
Eyrie I' %lam. III/ radk
antiques.
restaurant.retail, etc
$1200 00/month 1
year lease 270-4928211

row:

Small offices and office
suites
available
LAP Proper/
Adtacent to MSU $200
and up Including utilities,
restrooms. KY Lake Cottage
kitchen, conference Lakafront from the mid
room & more Century 40's. Water Edge RV
21 Barger RE
Park/ Marina
270-247-2421
(270) 436 5321

da
,
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CLASSIFIEDS

J uh I. 2009

(AA) Government Funds available
for let time buyers who own land
or hay,family land?
Zero down, *say financing?
(270) 443-9737

Murray Ledger & I Imes

BMI to honor Kristofferson
I
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t ii
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III ,

NASHVILLE. Tenn (AP) - Kiln KristofTerson will he honored
by BMI as a music icon dunng the music licensing organization's

I

1111

country awards in November
BMI announced the selecdoo Timidity morning. The group gist-s
the honor to songwriters and artists who have had a "unique and
indelible' influence on generations of music makers
Past honorees include Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson. the Bee (ees,

.444,444.

,

°PIN MOWN
Thursday, July 3
11:00
7

'.1

Tree Maintenanos & Debris Removal
•Trees shaped trimmed or removed

.4 l'.11)P,1
11111 111
FREE all metal storage
abed, Sall) You ham
away Contact Chris a
270-3314105
1810'yeomen *VW
4 bedrooms, 3 baths approximately 3.886
square triet Pegged hardwood floors, tile 11
carpel Basement has *ether. family room with
tirepiecip bedroom with walk-In dose! bath
Large Master Suite has walk-in closet with
vanities, cabinets and shelving Kitchen features cutting board countertops. convection
oven, wanes kneeing area and much more
large neve with prNaey fence and beautify
ianchicaping Large covered patio
Priced to sell $139,000

11 1

LAKE front home, 0e4 re heat I sir, 2 ca
garage, boat dock
1350,000
270-4362644 cr 270-978-2135
Per

46b, 1

IA brick

home appx. 2.000
soft C/H/A, 2 car
garage on I acre
wooded lot. 270-9780505, 270-078.1107.

New 2,100,0. brick
218R, 28A, 2-car
garage, hilltop acre.
gas & water 172 murray 8147,000 270519-8570

Ftrii6A1---- AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Romodeing
'Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Deoks
*lomat Mobile Home
Repair
436.5517

Since 1966

14 News seams
I Rex Corn , & Ind
I Licensed & Insured
I All iiitn • hig or small

414117-Tei•-•;ViiProtueonal Tree
Service. Compton' tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, neuiing, etc
Insured Emergency
414-4377

a:11T41-141,546AILS Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
tree work.

I Wye* ATVs

I

07 1000 CioldwIng,
blue, extra chrome,
6.000+miles 017100.
293-1031

ADVANCI
00401M/TWit
TIICNINICIANS
Free Negros.
Free P1014UP/ Delivery
Reload/Restore to
Faraory Conditions
$100
Virus Remove, ISC
Data Meow 620
(270)717-1800

itos

il-c7F1 a
C8R1000RFI, 5.500
mews great condition.
blue 11 yeamv. two
brothers carbon fiber
slip on. hot bodies
hush mounts, $8.000
obo 270-227-6900

2605 Haney Dayldson
grosser blue & silver,
$4 300-extra chrome,
1.800 mew
293-1231.
extras $3,300. 2s
Vegas ruil-lsoe Menet,
white, new $150, $45,
753 3106

rre-Tt
ry --rsnemoo•ling
•Additions
•Disoks
Porches
Pols Barns
Laminate Floors
.T11*
•Mobiie Horne-Repair
*Roof-Over,
U▪ nderpinning
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353

\l I
\lil.'iuu Ii II

II 'ill

tag Pwts

k

USED TIRES
I. I

(all 753-5606

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer back hoe and
track
hoe
work
instaliatton and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping
978-0404

vans
2001 Mazda MPV
good shape, $6,500
obo 270 5194230

"wet _I

2006
Fleetwood
camper 3311
nonsmoker. nice. 17.500
obo 976-5655

SIRVICS I PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I It %\ IS
\`.1.11 I I
A .11,1,1”.
‘‘
- 111 \
-11

1-

t •

BRANDON'S Outdoor

ALLEN'S Fainting
Interior, Exterior
25 years asp
re* Estimates
270 804-8439

Service Lawns, shrubs,
tilling
bushogging.
blade work
H-436-5277
C-978-0543
1311-USH 8 Hammer.
Painting, flx.11's
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained. 436-2228.
ML dame doors
installation end maintenance residential &
commercial
doors
270-293-2357

Res: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
'No ioc is complete until customer is satislisct •

Kristofferson will be saluted in an all-star musical tribute
Nashville on Nov to

ii

British royal bailout looms as queen's bills grow
March
Experts on royal finances said
the monarchy would require
millions more in taxpayer support. Otherwise the queen's
reserve funds soon could run out
and they would be unable to pay
aides' salaries. The experts
warned that Buckingham Palace
and other royal residences badly
needed repairs, some of which
had already been postponed for
decades.
Sir Alan Reid, the keeper of
the privy purse -- otherwise
known as the treasurer to the
royal household - estimated
that the bill for outstanding
repairs could reach 40 million
pounds (166 million) by 2019
unless the queen received extra
state support for her travel, residential and staffing bills.
The report on royal finances,

published Monday, did not specify any targets for increased
funding
but did emphasize
that the queen couldn't keep dipping into her reserves at the current rate. If she did, it forecast,
the current reserves of 21 million pounds (134.7 million)
would run dry by 2012. her 60th
year as monarch.
The Guardian newspaper said
it was likely that the queen
would seek an extra 4 million
pounds (16.6 million) per year
on top of her current state aid
when the royal household negotiates a new 10-year deal with
the government in 2010.
Buckingham Palace's press
office declined to comment on
that report, which was cheekily
headlined 'Times may be hard,
but one needs a Am pay rise."
Under a deal agreed in 1991,

the queen receives 7.9 million
pounds(1111 million) of public
money each year to pay for her
family's staff. The queen's
reserve fund has been built up
over decades by saving unspent
money from previous annual
budgets when times were good.
Reid said travel costs rose over
the most recent 12- month period
because fewer aircraft were
available from the Royal Air
Force. This required the royal
family to charter commercial
aircraft, often at short notice.
Figures showed that royal
travel costs rose to 6.5 million
pounds (110.75 million) from
6.2 million (110.25 million).
Officials said a 400.000 pound
(1660,000) relaunch of the royal
family's Web site in February,
and hiring staff to run it, boosted
the total bill.

New film has Tucson revisiting Dillinger's arrest

Hill Z1•ctrio

WW2

Down," "Help Me Make it Through the Night" and "Me and Bobby
McGee." He's also an actor who has appeared in movies like "Alice
Doesn't Live Here Anymore" and the "Blade" trilogy.

Ron From* Jr.

ly NADINE SAAD
Associated Prises Writer
LONDON (AP)- The latest
financial
statements from
Britain's royal family suggest
1,5:4111 that the
next British institution
TUT-ALL§ t•••
needing a taxpayer bailout could
ServIce
Trimming,
removal, well be the monarch herself.
Annual accounts analyzed by
stump grinding, firewood, Insured
Britain's press Tuesday show
489-2639
that Queen Elizabeth 11 took 6
million pounds ($9.9 million)
111t I
1\
II
over the past year from her own
\•
state-funded reserve account to
weekly I spticail
the
books
at
locally oatioiLupareleil balance
790.11111 • 3110347113 Buckingham Palace and myriad
other royal residences.
19).
The total bill for the queen and
her family's globe-trotting rose
NI III.
3.1I percent to 41.5 million
141 1.'114
pounds ($68.6 million)
the
I'. I itoll 7
equivalent of 69 pence
(USS1.14) per citizen - during
II 12-month period ending in

intsPewee

3Bil. 2 BA new con
struction,
Campbel
Estate
1229.000
Call for appt 753•
3966. 293-9747

1.

FREE
mrairaiamai

Pat Cherry
Campbell Peeelty
112 N. 124h It.
Mummy, KY 411011
(270) 2113-0318

James Brown and Crosby. Stills & Nash.
Knstofferson's classic songs include "Sunday Mornin' Conlin'

*Stump Removal *Ail modem *equipment
.24 hour emergency service *Licensed a Insured

By TERRY TANG
Associated Press Writer
Bank robber John Dillinger
might have thought he'd found
the perfect hideout in Tucson,
Ariz., in January 1934. The
dusty city was a far cry from
Chicago, where every law
enforcer was looking for him.
"The Dillinger gang was the
most notorious gang in America
at that time," said Marshall
Trimble, Anzona's official his-ruction was considered
Improvemnt torian.
kind of a quiet place in the boonUC
docks:Mllef Daingisd Floors
But Tucson authorities soon
Maces I. Floor Jolts
apprehen
ded the Dillinger gang
Remodeling liPlumbing
without a single shot being fired,
Will Do insuileice Work
thanks to a fire at a hotel that led
wia kreaseCart1 Socaolo
them to the outlaws in perhaps
731-247-5422 the most fainous arrest in the
270-2934543 city's history.
The hotel planned to commemorate the event this week
Simmons Handyman
8 Carpentry Service.
with a celebration that will coinOver 20 years. Tree
cide with the premiere of
service also. Call Don,
"Public Enemies," Hollywood's
Murray area. 519-

David's Home

6570

tillriTritp, utlifties e

• Aqua('
Home
Repair
Handyman Services
ni• and laminate floors
snd decks Free estimates Licensed 8
Insured
262-4904692.
270-759-4116

HE Murray Lodger -A
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murrsy
Ledper I limes, nor
any 01 its employees
accupt any responsitof
ity whatecievet for than
activities
VIt Enterprises
Home Improvement
brick, stone, rooting
210-5324
436.6211
WILL mow lawns
$1500 IL up Adult
owned it operated
978-5655
WILL remove Dead
Trees 8 Shrubs 4354645. 502-542-9287
YEAkki'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Dillinger at Hotel Congress
events for more than 15 years
and was to be in character again
Wednesday.
"The characters are bigger
than life and that's just fun stuff
to play," Mincks said. "He's just
a cool guy. People loved him.
He was thought of as kind of a
Robin hood at that time."
Dillinger rose to notoriety at a
time when the national mood
was similar to today's. Banks
were closing. People lost their
life savings. This disdain for the
financial system coupled with
Dillinger's humble origins only
heightened his infamy.
In January 1934, while
Dillinger was in Daytona Beach,
Fla., two of his fellow outlaws,
Russell Clark and Charles
Makley, ventured to Tucson.
The men rented a home hut
also booked rooms at the
Congress. When a fire broke out
on Jan. 22, 1934, they got firefighters to salvage some of their

Horoscope

demo
construction
materials for contrectors & home owners, HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
bank gravel, limestone, Thursday, July 2. 2009:
till dirt, sand, top loll & This year, focus on
networking,
shoreline
materials
your goals, immediate friends
Parker Excavating LLC
and community involvement.
293-3252
Skiii‘sonry
Residential/Commerci
al Block, brick, stone
foundations, fireplaces.
bosom, Its,
patios,
rioter et walls 30+
yama
experiences.
(270) 527-8275

version of Dillinger's exploits
featuring Johnny Depp as the
Depression-era
gangster.
Christian Bale plays the FBI
agent pursuing him.
The event was to include a
1930s-themed evening of cocktails and criminals with lectures
about Dillinger and tours given
by actors who'll stay in character.
For more than a decade, Hotel
Congress has held an annual
"Dillinger Days." During the
third weekend of January, thousands converge on the hotel's
outdoor carnival with games and
contests and a show of cars from
that era.
"We're celebrating the police
department of Meson and the
capture of John Dillinger.
Nobody could get their hands on
Dillinger," said Todd Hanley.
operations manager at Hotel
Congress.
Jonathan Mincks, a professional entertainer, has played

Where you put your energy will
reflect your interests. You might
want to expand your immediate
circle. Also consider reviewing
your life goals as you grow and
transform: They need updating
every so often, Your emotional
response is right-on -- more so
than in many years. Listen to it
and follow it. Trust yourself. Be
careful mixing different people
together You could trigger jealousy' If you are single, your
appeal is nearly universal Many
will want to he your sweetie
Most important is: Whom do
you want for your sweetie? If
YOU are attached, understand and
accept your differences. Then
you will be on your way to a
stronger bond. SCORPIO likes
your perspective and depth

lacirelles Blow
understanding, but you want
more upbeat company. Tonight
The potential is nearly limitless

GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
***** Take your time as you
move through a surprising situation Involving technology and
your daily life. Understand what
needs to be done to cheer up a
family member or roommate.
Consider your options carefully.
Tonight • Put your feat up

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
***** Your imagination
opens yet another chasm of
Ideas and solutions. Others tap
into
your
resourcefulness.
Understand how serious someone la when he or she shares
something. Honor your feelings
and his or hers Tonight Add
more romance in your life.
LEO (July 29-Aug. 22)
***** Think in terms of new

beginnings You have an opportunity within your personal circle
to revitalize your relationships.
Investigate the situation with
openness, Pressure easily
develops from opposite areas in
your life. Tonight. Head on home
and cocoon.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-se,

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** How you handle a situa-

I -DilTicult

tion could change radically. If

ARIES (0.4arch 21-April 19)
**** Listen to others and their
sharing& then decide in which
you are heading
Togetherness Is your theme, no
matter how you look at a personal situation Iron out a problem
before it becomes a monstrosity.
Your instincts could be right-on

direction

about an investment Tonight:
Finally time with a special per-

son
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others surprise you with
their responses You know what
you are doing Indulge a child or
loved one Too many poopis
around you are too serious
decide to do something that
makes you grin You might be

baggage; the firefighters didn't
realize the bags were so heavy
because they were filled with
guns:
The next day, those firefighters
spotted one a the men's mug
shots in an issue of True
Detective magazine.
Tucson cops conducted their
own sting operation. Within a
few days, five members of
Dillinger's gang were arrested.
Dillinger and girlfriend Evelyn
Frechette were cuffed almost as
soon as they pulled up to the
rented house.
Elliott J. Gorn. a history professor at Brown University and
author of "Dillinger's Wild
Ride: The Year That Made
America's
Public
Enemy
Number One," said the response
in the media - and perhaps
even among the gangsters themselves -- was amazement that
the Tucson Police Department
had succeeded.

yourself but also situations
emerges. Let your creativity

evolve to a new level. A brainstorming session feeds your ratents. Tonight: As you like It.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc,
21)
*** Listen and hear what is not
being said Look at others carefully, as often their expressions
and gestures say more than
words Learn to be a PI of communication, seeing past the obvious Tonight Get some much
needed sleep

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Don't hesitate to work
with the moment and zoom in
and get what you want

Surprising events could whirl
around you. Don't worry too
much about the symbolism, Just
react appropriately. Tonight.
Make weekend plans
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A must stand takes you
In a new direction, whether you
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choose It or not. .A personal or
domestic matter could keep you
preoccupied Pressure builds at
home and at work Ask for help
rather than get grumpy. Tonight:
Stay iate at work if neeo be,

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your somebmes.erretic
behavIor doors others, though to
you it feels good. You need more
and more freedom as the weeks
pass. You cannot contain yourself. A talk with a key person

might be important

Tonight

I KNOW
TO 00

Hanging out

BORN TODAY
Writer Hermann Hesse (1877),
former Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood
Marshall (1908).
actress Lindsay Lohan (1986)
***
Jacqueline 8Igar Is on the
Internet at www.jscquallnebigercom.
(c) 2009 by King Features

Syndicate Inc.

ITICTE?

you are open to discussion, it
would be good. Be open to possibilities, and you might be
delighted by what comes up Not
everyone has the right Idea, and
going in a different direction
could be touchy Tonight. Talking
up a storm
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Money is on your
mind. You are doing something

very differently or trying to
extract more from your budget.
Your Instincts teil you ''no."
Listen well, otherwise, a nuisance could evolve Into a problematic situation Tonight Your

WaHle, Norwegian Elkhound revs
adult temale

treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your ability to understand and transform riot only

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter c:
at (270) 759-4141

Harley, Maine( ruin rri,c. ri.1
eight weeks old

51-111111 140015: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-1
PM
for mom information ontai t
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COMICS / FEATURES
Girlfriend can't get clearance
to see man's top-secret list

Inking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Suzanne
Dannenmueller,
Alyson Purdom and Robin
Mills using crayons for their
project at the Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center held
this week for training in map
making for the classroom. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
The Music Department of
the First Baptist Church will
present the patriotic musical.
" I Believe in America,' tonight
and tomorrow at 7 p.m. A picture taken at a rehearsal shows
the cast in a wave of red.
white and blue.
20 years ago
Highlighting Murray's Freedom Feat 89 activities will be
the performances from two of
country music rising stars, Jeff
Smith and Patsy Lane.
Members of Calloway County Homemakers Club attending a meeting of the Purchase
Area Extension Homemakers
Council at Hickman were Connie Talent, Judy Stahler, Vonda
Gibson and Katherine Ray.
They were accompanied by
Jean Cloar, county extension
agent in home economics for
Calloway County
30 years ago
Members of the Murray
Independent Board of Education have authorized Murray
High School Principal Roy
Weatherly to pursue a system
of security for the high school
parking lot to be implemented during the 1979-80 school
year.
Dr. Hal E. Houston recently spoke at the Kentucky Medical Association Emergency

Medical Care Seminar in
Louisville. His topic was -The
Ruptured Aorta."
Hazel Baptist Church will
hold aervices in its new sanctuary on July 1
40 years ago
Published is a picture of
the young people and adult
sponsors of First Baptist Church
who attended
the Training
Union Leadership Conference
and Youth Center Conference
at Glorieta, N.M., June 12-18.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Riley
Jr.. June 24, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Atkins, June
25.
Mr, and Mrs, A.O. Woods
will be married for 50 years
July 5.
50 years ago
The annual Murray Chamber of Commerce dinner will
be July 7 at the new Murray
State College Student Union
Building, according to L.D.
Miller, executive secretary of
the MCC.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital were a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Scarbrough and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Garland.
60 years ago
A temperature of 92 degrees
was recorded at noon today.
Cannon Graham of Murray
has been named as principal
of Health High School by the
McCracken County School
Board. He is former principal
of Murray Training School.
Calloway County residents
exceeded their quota for the
sale of United States savings
bonds for a total of 569,713
for the month.

DEAR ABBY: My boyfnend,
'Beau.' and I moved in together and already we have trust
issues. He doesn't trust me
around his computer. He said
he has things on it that are
part of his past, and it's none
of my business.
One
of
the things he
doesn't want
Inc to see is
''The List.'
He keeps a
list of all the
girls he has
slept with -including
one-night
stands.
I
have asked
By Abliail
how
Beau
Van Buren
many there
have been, but he doesn't want
to tell me "because it will hurt
me.' He has revealed that it's
a number between 10 and 50.
I have asked him to delete
the list, but he said that if he
gets a weird disease in the future,
he can always refer back to it.
I have nightmares about this.
Should 1 drop the matter? - UNLISTED NUMBER IN
TEXAS
DEAR UNLISTED: No.
honey. You should drop him.
If Beau was simply afraid you
would see how many women
he has slept with and was trying to protect your feelings, he
would print out the list and
stash it in a safety deposit box.
What he's afraid of is that you'll
see the list is GROWING.
I don't blame you for having nightmares. A man who is
seriously worried that he'll get
a weird disease in the future
is exposing himself and YOU
to them now. So pack your
bags. get out of there and sched-

Door Abby

Today in History
By The Associated Press
In 1946, the United States
Today is Wednesday. July I. exploded a 20-kiloton atomic bomb
the 182nd day of 2009. There are near Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
183 days left in the year This is
In 1959, the controversial
Canada Day.
motion picture "Anatomy of a
Today's Highlight in History.
Murder," starring James Stewart,
On July 1, L$67, Canada became was released.
a self-governing dominion of Great
In 1968. the United States,
Britain as the British North Amer- Britain, the Soviet Uruon anti nearica Act took effect
ly 60 other nations signed the
On this date:
Nutleat Nonproliferation Treaty
In 1859, the first intercollegiate baseball game took place in
In 1969, Britain's Prince Charles
Pittsfield, Mass., between teams was formally invested as the Prince
from Williams College and of Wales by his mother. Queen
Amherst College. (Amherst won Elizabeth 11.
the nearly lout-hour,26-inning conIn 1980. "0 Canada" was protest by the score of 73-32.)
claimed the national anthem of
In 1863, the Civil War Battle Canada.
of Gettysburg, resulting in a Union
In 1984, the Motion Picture
victory, began in Pennsylvania.
Association of America established
In 1934, Hollywood began the "PG-13- rating.
enforcing its Production Code subIn 1997, Hong Kong reverted
jecting motion picture. to censor- to Chinese rule after 156 years
ship review.
as a British colony.
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Ten years ago. Exactly six
months before the year 2000, Congress passed legislation to shield
businesses from a potential flood
of Y2K computer-related lawsuits
A gondola in the French Alps npped
away from its cables, killing 20
people aboard. Afncan nationalist
Joshua Nkomo died in Harare, Zimbabwe, at age 82
Five ears ago: Legendary film
and stage actor Marlon Brando
died in Los Angeles at age 80
Saddam Hussein scoffed at charges
of war cnmes and mass killings,
makieg a defiant first public
appearance in an Iraqi court since
being hunted down seven months
earlier. Hundreds of thousands of
people marched in Hong Kong to
demand democratic nghts from
China. The t'assitu spacecraft sent
back photographs of Saturn's shimmering nngs

ule an appointment with your
gynecologist ASAP
•••
DEAR ABBY: My older sister. "Carole, has been dealing
with breast cancer for almost
a year. Although my family and
I live three hours away and are
struggling with problems of our
own, we have always been supportive of her
Last week. C'arole called to
tell me she'll be going to Australia at the end of the year - a "reward" from her husband
for everything she has been
through. I was happy for her
until she informed me that I
would be taking care of her
kids for two weeks while she's
on vacation.
I joked, "It doesn't sound
like you're giving me any choice
in this." She replied: "No, I'm
not. I went through cancer. I
deserve this trip."
I reminded Carole that when
I watched her kids just two
months ago. things didn't go
well. They are completely different from my children, and
they don't like each other. Her
5-year-old daughter cried all
night, every night while she
was here. Her son destroys
everything he comes into contact with -- we still have a
hole in the bedroom wall -and has a vocabulary I don't want
my kids exposed to.
Do I have a right to Just
say 'no" and offer my best
wishes in finding a sitter? I
feel guilty, but I don't feel she's
entitled to demand this from
me. Am 1 being a bad sister?
-- NEEDS RESOLUTION IN
THE MID-ATLANTIC
DEAR NEEDS RESOLUTION: Your reasons for declining your sister's edict seem perfectly reasonable to me. You took
care of your niece and nephew
before -- it didn't work out.
You are perfectly within your
nghts to be firm with Carole
and let her know she's going
to have to make other arrangements for her little ones while
she's on holiday. A perfect solution would be for them to be
looked after by either set of
grandparents.
aa•
DEAR ABBY: Does anyone
know what the protocol is for
providing food for house sitters? Should they bring their
own, or should it be provided
for them/ -- NOT CERTAIN
IN ALBANY, ORE.
DEAR NOT CERTAIN: I
think the answer depends upon
who is doing the sitting and
for how long a period of time.
However, if you're wise, you will
make sure to have a clearly
stated agreement in advance so
there are no misunderstandings.
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also known
as Jeanne Phillips, and was
founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.
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Rash puzzles
eight doctors
DEAR DR, GOTT: 1 am wntin hopes you Of some of your
readers can help My hack and arms
are covered with e,:temri that itches something fierce I've been to
eight different doctors and dermatologists with no relief'
I
m
enclosing
three color
photos. While
I understand
you
can't
share the photos with your
readers
through your
column, I'm
hoping someone can give
me
some
By
direction that
Dr Peter Gott all eight doctors couldn't.
DEAR READER: Well, you're
right that I can't reproduce the
photos through my column. However. I will do my best to help.
You are standing near a table that
contains a three-dose-a-day, sevenday-a-week pill container with a
number of prescription bottles
stacked side by side I can only
assume you or a member of your
family take multiple medications.
If the drugs belong to you, I
was not provided your medical
history, nor do I know what medication you are on. This opens
up a huge Pandora's box. An
drugs carry side effects. Beyond
that, when more than one drug
is taken, there is always a nsk
of drug interaction between some
medications. The five prescnpoon
bottles in one box could be causing the very symptoms of which
you complain.
Dermatitis is best described as
an inflammation of the skin marked
by redness, pain, swelling, and itch-

mg There are several forms of
dermatitis, each with its distinct
signs and symptoms. You could
be suffering from plant dermatitis, however, this reaction should
Wax and Want with exposure Of
a lack thereof
Beyond this you could be
allergic to a laundry detergent
used on your clothing or bedding.
to animal dander of a beloved
pet, to environmental contaminants or a dozen other things.
Eczema, still another possibility, is best descnbed as an itch
that rashes. Yes, you read this
right. The itch as first, followed
by the rash. This condition may
result from a malfunction of the
body's immune system Irritants,
climate and stress can be to blame
Then there's psonasis. This condition is related to white blood
cells in the immune system called
T cells. Their function is to detect
and fight bacteria and viruses.
People who suffer from psoriasis
have T cells that attack healthy
skin cells, mistaking them for
ones that are not healthy. The
condition can flare up for weeks
or months, disappear, then appear
once again.
My best guess is that you are
experiencing a continuing medication reaction. One possible reason for this is that with the number of doctors you are seeing,
perhaps your pnmary-care physician is unaware what another has
prescribed for you He or she
should consult a "Physician's Desk
Reference" or another reliable
source for unusual side effects or
drug interactions.
Today, many pharmacies offer
computerized analyses of medication interactions. If all prescriptions are filled at the same location, this can be a helpful way
to prevent this from occurring.

mg

Dr. Gott

Contract Bridge
Seuth dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 9 2
•K 10 7 5 4
•K Q
49 63
WEST
EAST
•QJ 6 4
•8 5 3
93
•A2
•A .1 8 5 2
•9 7 6
•J7
•K 10 8 4 2
SOUTH
•A K 7
11Q .1 86
•• 10 4 3.
*A Q 5
The bidding:
South
West
North East
NT
Pass
2•
Pass
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
4•
Opening lead — three of hearts.

with the ace and shifted to a low
club, ducked Lc the jack. West's club
return was taken by the queen, and
South drew the missing trumps
before leading a diamond.
West was svith the set and made
the harmless-looking return of the
spade queen. This gave Tammens an
opening that he quickly exploited.
After winning with the ace, he
cashed the ace of clubs and then ran
his trumps, producing this position as
dummy's last trump was led:
North
•104

ACROSS

South
•K 7
•10 4
Oa the heart tea, declarer disThis deal occurred at the 1986 carded a spade. and West was a dead
world team championship in a match
duck. If he discarded a diamond.
between Indonesia and the Nether- South would cash the diamond king
lands, the hero was Holland's Kees and take the last two tricks with the
Tammens, who took advantage of a spade king and diamond ten If West
subtle defensive slip to bring in a discarded a spade instead, Tammens
seemingly hopeless contract.
would cash the spade king and score
North's inio-diamond response the last two tricks with dummy's diawas a transter to hearts. and Tarn- mond king and spade ten.
MINIS accented his partner's invitaWest could have avoided this
tion to game on the next round. West unhappy ending had he returned a
led a trump, and Tanintens was con- diamond alter taking the ace. This
fronted by at least one I, set in each
would have removed a vital entry to
suit.
dummy, and the squeeze would not
East won the opening heart lead have materializ.ed.
Tomorrow: Like taking candy from a baby.

38 Fabric meas.
39 Door in a plane
41 Grill, maybe
42 Police busts
46 Forehead
49 Fury
51 Trait carrier
53 Loud cry
54 Rebuffs
55 FitzGerald's
Poet
56 Ballot marks
57 Fetch
58 Fully mature

1 Kinks' tune
5 Brother
8 A blast — the
past
12 Passable
13 Grassy field
14 Ottumwa's
15 staterted
cheese
16
17 lriker
..ioc
ti x
part
18 Pyromaniac's
work
20 CAT main relative
22 Four duos
24 Imitate
27 Bend gracefully
30 Christmas
decor
32 Tin foil
33 Family mem.
34 Veinlike deposit
35 Ceremonies
37 Drains, as
energy

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DOWN
I Underhand
throw
2 Pod veggie
3 Hideout
4 Nay opposites
5 Alps' Mont —
6 Not 'neatti
7 Complains
8 South Seas
locale
9 King, in France
10 Buy

7-1 02009 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
11 Von Sydow of
films
19 Exclamation
of amazement
21 Country addr
23 Hurt an ankle

4

it

12

NMI7
13

15

16
18 1

di,ffl

11

10

14

•

ill

17

RUN

our

rill•

22

S(,
)
32

AND IM GONNA MOVE MERE, AND
JUMP HERE, AND MOVE TWERE, AND
POW! I BEAT YOU AGAIN !

East
lmmatenal

•1 8

Crosswords
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PE.AIN LAI

•10
•K

West
41 6

35
38

1111111111

31
34
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•am
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ill II ill Milli
MIMI ill'
51lU

52
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24
25
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Up above
Most profs
Vane dir
Lacking
imagination
28 Hairdresser's
aids
29 PC 'brain"
31 Menu term
(2 wds.)
32 Kind of gnn
33 Quenching
36 Happy sighs
37 — Na Na
40 Wave feature
41 Belt maker's
tools
43 Frankenstein's
gofer
44 Half,
in combos
45 Cnsp cookie
46 So long,
47 Dr Morgan of
the comics
48 Bullfight cheer
50 Fish eggs
52 Before
to Blake
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'Drum Circle'
helps others
find rhythm
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
hen it's 30 minutes
past closing time and
there's still a group of
people in the back of the store
making a loud racket it might be
a cause for alarm. Not this time.
About 12 people sit in a loose
circle, with a variety of hand
drums in front of them. A leader,
standing by his drum, starts a
basic rhythm and the rest gradually join in, evolving the rhythm
with their own style. This is a
drum circle.
Every
month, Terrapin
Station has recently been hosting drum circles after hours for
people interested in finding their
rhythm. Jayson Key said he's
been drumming for about 15
years and had led drum circles
in the '90s.
"Basically what you have is a
group of people that get together and all have a collective calling into a rhythm that either
intrigues or soothes spiritually
or otherwise,'' Key said. "It's
like a flower blooming. I enjoy
seeing people corning together
with rhythms."
Key is the "moderator" of the
monthly drum circles, someone
who makes sure everyone is
comfortable, especially newcomers. He also starts the basic
rhythm to get everyone warmed
up.
"Jayson is great because.

W

knowing so much about drums,
he is a great leader," Valerie
Hancock, co-owner of Terrapin
Station. said.
Drum circles are certainly
not new to Murray, but have not
been done in an organized structure for some time. Key recognized that and thought it was
time to bnng it back.
"I started back then with college students and toward the end
of the '90s organized weekly
drum circles in the park," he
said. "Recently, I decided to
start having them again."
When it came to finding a
venue to host the drum circles.
Terrapin Station was a logical
choice.
"I've had so many custotners
asking about one, and I carry
drums made by local drummakers," Hancock said. "It
seemed like they needed a place
where they could meet and have
fun."
Key and anyone interested
gather at Terrapin Station on the
last Thursday of every month at
7:30 p.m. to start the circle. He
said all ages are welcome to
come join the circle.
Participants are encouraged
to bring their own hand drum,
but Key said there are a few
available for those without one.
For more information on the
drum circle, call Terrapin
Station at 753-8926.

Police,Sheriff,111S11 Lss
Staff R
Report
The
County Sheriff's Office reports the following
incidents and arrests occurred from June 12 to June 25.
-Harassing communications and theft by failure to make
required disposition of property was reported on Taylors
Store Road on June 12.
-Theft by unlawful taking under $300 was reported on
Megan Drive on June 13.
- Second-degree burglary and theft by unlawful taking
under $300 was reported on Seth Lane on June 14. The
case was closed by arrest.
- Third-degree criminal mischief was reported on Heron
Road on June 14.
- Second-degree burglary and theft by unlawful taking
over $300 was reported on Coles Campground Road on
June 15.
- Theft by unlawful taking over $300 was reported on
Pottertown Road on June 15.
- Second-degree burgiary and theft by unlawful taking
over $300 was reported on First Street in Hazel on June 15.
- Third-degree burglary and theft by unlawful taking over
$300 was reported on Winchester Road on June 16.
- Third-degree criminal mischief was reported on
Cambriage Drive on June 17.
- Third-degree burglary theft by unlawful taking over $300
was reported on June 18.
- Second-degree burglary, theft by unlawful taking over
$300 and third-degree criminal mischief was reported on
Radio Road on June 18.
- An arrest was made for possession of a controlled substance, possession of drug paraphernalia, and improper
registration was made on Bakers Crossroad on June 13.
- An arrest was made for speeding, DUI, and operating
on a DUI-suspended license on Main Street in Hazel on
June 14.
- An arrest was made for DUI on Murray Pans Road on
June 14.
- An arrest was made for DUI, possession of marijuana
and failure to produce insurance card on Ky. 121 South on
June 20.
- An arrest was made for DUI and operating on a suspended license on Main Street in Hazel on June 20.
- An arrest was made for DUI on Calloway Street in Hazel
on June 21.
- Eight criminal arrest warrants and 12 bench warrants
were served between June 12 and June 25.
This report contains informahon
gathered from reports available at the time of release.

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Jayson Key, right, starts off the rhythm for other participants during one of the monthly
drum circles hosted by Terrapin Station.

FDA panel to vote on painkiller restrictions
By MATTHEW PERIRONE
most widely used drugs in the
AP Business Witter
U.S. Many patients find it easiADELPHI, Md. (AP) —
er on the stomach than other
Government experts are schedpainkillers like ibuprofen and
uled to vote Tuesday on whether
aspirin, which can cause ulcers.
Nyquil and other combination
Despite years of educational
cold medications should be
campaigns and other federal
pulled from the market to help
actions, acetaminophen remains
curb deadly overdoses.
the leading cause of liver failure
As the second day of the Food
in the U.S., sending 56,000 peoand Drug Administration's
ple to the emergency room
meeting began, the agency is
annually, according to the FDA.
asking more than 35 experts to
There are about 200 acetaminodiscuss and vote on ways to prephen-related deaths each year.
vent overdose with acetamino"It can happen to anybody, but
phen — the pain-relieving,
it's very rare," said Dr. Lee
fever-reducing ingredient in
Simon, an associate professor at
Tylenol and dozens of other preHarvard Medical School, who
scription and over-the-counter
attended Monday's meeting.
medications.
"Obviously it's important that
Acetaminophen is one of the
we improve the communication

Primary Care Medical Center would like
to welcome Or. Corey Forester. Obstetrics
and Gyntecolegy, to out medical staff
Dr. Forester received nia flachelor of
Arts Degree from Murray State
University. He then completed his
medical degree and residency at the
University of Kentucky.
Dr. Forester and his wife, Dr. Elisabeth
Forester, are relocating to the Murray
area. He will be Joining the staff of
Primary Care Medical Center located at
1000 South 12th Street in Murray
Fur more information, or to schedule an
appointment. call Primary Care at
(270)759-9200.

COREY FORESTER, M ID.. IS ACCEPTING PATIENTS AT PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL
CENTER
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

753-1916. ext. 26
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year, with 80 percent of the market comprised of over-thecounter products.
The FDA says patients often
pair the cold medications with
pure acetaminophen drugs, like
Tylenol, exposing themselves to
unsafe levels of the drug.
But the industry group that.
represents Johnson & Johnson
and other companies defended
the products Monday, saying
they pose a relatively small risk
to patients.
Only 10 percent of deaths'
linked to acetaminophen medications involved over-thecounter combination cold medications, according to the
Consumer Healthcare Products
Association.

bilutrity-Ca6uway County Hospital and

We want to hear it, too!
To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea. call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today!

about these products because
they are ubiquitous, and we still
see people inadvertently overdosing."
The drugs that could be pulled
off shelves are combination
medications, such as Procter &
Gamble's NyQuil or Novartis'
Therafiu, which mix acetaminophen with other ingredients that
treat cough and runny nose.
The FDA is not required to follow
the advice of its panels, though it
usually does The vote is scheduled
for Tuesday afternoon.
Manufacturers could lose hundreds of millions of dollars in
sales if combination drugs are
pulled from the market. Total
sales of all acetaminophen
drugs reached $2.6 billion last
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